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ABSTRACT
INTEGRATED SCHEDULING AND TOOL MANAGEMENT
Siukaii Ozkaii
M.S. in Iii(lii,s(,ii<ii Engineering 
Supervisor; Asst. Prof. M. Selim Aktiirk 
.Inly, 1997
A flexible inanufaciuring cell (l''M(J) is designed to combine the efiiciency 
of a liigli j)roduction line and the ih'xibility of a job shop to best suit the batch 
production of ruid-volume and mid variety of products. In view of the high 
investment and operating costs of h'lVICs, attention should be pa.id to their 
eifective utilization. Their eircctivc'iiess is, however, directly related to their 
design and operational strategies.
In this study, we propose a.n iutegra.ted algoritlim tliat will solve the 
scheduling and the tool management problems in an FMC. There will be 
three stages in the algorithm. The first stage will perform the tool allocation. 
The second stage will find an initial schedule, and the final stage will finalize 
tlie schedule via cojitrollable proc(Wsiug times. The main objective of the 
ju'oposed aigorithiu is to minimize' total pioductiou cost coiisisting of tooling 
cost, operaXional cost and tardiness cost..
■•'i'
Key words'. Flexilrle manufacturing cell, tool management, controllal)le 
processing times, sclieduling.
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ÖZET
ESNEK im a l a t  HÜCRELERİNDE BÜTÜNLEŞİK
Sf^ rkcUi Özkan
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. M. Selim Aktürk 
Temmuz, 1997
Esnek imalat hücresi (E lli) akn^  ha.tla.rmın verimliliği ile atölye tipi 
üretiminin esnekliğini orta-ölçekli ve ortarçc'^idi l)fU’ti ti|)i üretim yapan imalat 
sistemlerine uygnlama.k için tasa.rlaınmştır. lilIElerin yüksek yatının ve 
işletim maliyetleri gözöııünc alnulığıııda, etkin kullanmılarnıın önemi ortaya 
çıkmaktadır. Etkin kullanım direk olarak tasarım ve işletim stratejilerinin 
belirlen m es i yİ e i Igi 1 i d i r.
Bu çalışmada., EllEIerde çizelgelcme ve kesici uç işletim sistemi problem­
lerini çözecek bütünkşik bir algoritma önerilmiştir. Algoritma üç aşamadan 
oluşmaktadır. Birinci aşama kesici uç atamasını gerçekleştirecektir. İkinci 
a.şama ilk çizelgeyi bulaca.ktır ve son a.şama da. çizelgeyi kontrol edilebilir işlem 
süreleri yoluyla sonuçlandıracaktır. Önerilen algoritma kesici uç maliyeti, 
işletim malij^eti ve gecikme ma.liyetinden oluşan toplam üretim maliyetini 
e 11 az 1 a.m a.y ı aı n aç 1 a.m ak t a.( lir.
Anahtar sözcükler. Esnek imalat hücresi, kesici uç 
edilebilir işlem süreleri, çizelgeleme.
l,im sistemi, kontrol
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Tlie manufacturing companies must i(ily on innovative clevelo])rnents in 
manufacturing teclmology in order to. compete in today’s world market. 
Companies are applying computer controlled macliine tools, automated 
material handling and storage systems to increase productivity. As a result 
of the progress in manufacturing technology and organization, the concept of 
flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) has emerged.
Despite all the interest in FMSs, theixi is no uniformly agiecd on definition 
of the term FMS. An FMS is mainly defined as a system dealing with high 
level distributed data processing and automated material flow using computer- 
controlled machines, assembly cells, industrial robots, inspection machines 
a.nd so on, tog(;ther with computer integrated material handling and storage 
systems.
An FMS is designed to combine the efficiency of a. high production line 
and the flexibility of a job shop to Irest suit the batch production of mid­
volume and mid-variety of products. An FMS is viewed as a solution to several 
problems that arise in batch production of products in discrete manufacturing 
environment such as; •
• long lead times.
• Itigh invenl,oiy levels, and
• low ediciency.
The coni|)lexity of FMSs re(|uires soc)liis(.ica.l.ed confrol. Therefore, 
the elTicieiit operation of an P'lVIS is a very clifRcult task, a.nd in many 
implementations tlie availal)le capacity is under utilized. In view of the higli 
investment and operating costs of FMSs, attention should be paid to thohr 
effective utilization. Their eil'ectiveness is, however, directly related to their 
design and o])erational strategies.
Tlie tool ma.na.gement is tlie most dynaniic and critical facility in FMSs 
and requires keen attention. Lack of proper attention to cutting tool related 
issues can prevent a.n FMS frojn reaching its fullest potential and can make 
it ‘ inflexilrle’ in |n:actice, since tool management systems affect product design 
oirtions, maclrine loading, jol) hatc lung, ca.i)acity scheduling, and leal time part 
routing decisions. Hence, theix' is a. growing need to integrate tool management 
more throughly into system design, planning and control, with increasing 
automation in manufacturing syst('uis.
Tool management is defined to he broad in scope, requiring:
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• a design strategy to coordinate tooling inventory, tool tracking, tool 
handling, and tool loading a.nd uidoading, •
• a pla.nning strategy to ensure that the a[)propriate tools are available 
when needed and are provided in the right quantities,
• a scheduling strategy to account for tool availability and tool changes,
• a control strategy to coordinate either manual or automatic tool transfers 
between machines and tool crilrs, and
• a tool monitoring strategy to identify and react to unexpected tool wear 
and breakage.
CUA FTER I . JNTROD UCTION
Tlie scliecluling problems are usually solved l)y using fixed and predeter­
mined proeessing times passed from the computer numerical control (CNC) 
maeliiue level in the decision liierardiy. 'I’liis approach ignores the interactions 
between the scheduling a.nd tool management decisions and therefore, may 
result in suboptimal or even infeasible results at the system level. In this study, 
we proi>ose an algorithm that will solve the part scheduling with controllable 
processing times a.nd tool allocation problems simultaneously, to minimize total 
production cost consisting of tooling cost, operationaJ cost and tardiness cost, 
in a flexible manufacturing system, taking into consideration the interactions 
between tliese two prol)lems.
There exist three maiji stages in this decision process. In the first stage, 
tool alloca.tion problem is solved, and the tool-operation assignments are fixed 
l)y their governing machining conditions. At this stage both duplicate tool 
reciuirement and alternative tool usa.ge are considered. After finding the 
best tool-operation assignments for each operation, we consider tool sharing 
possibilities between the operations of eacli part. 'I'he main aim in this process 
is to reduce the non-maching times by increasing the tool sharing possibilities 
among tlie oj^erations.
In the second stage, we try to find a. schedule that aims to minimize the total 
|)roductioj) cost mentioned above, by using our proposed heuristic algorithm. 
At this stage, we first find an inil.ial schedule using the ])iocessing times found 
at the first stage as a. result of the machining conditions selection decisions. 
We propose two indices in order to choose the machine and the part to be 
loaded at each iteration. Another imj)ortant feature of this stage is that, we 
reccilculate the non-machining time re((uired for each unscheduled part after 
each loading of a part, since the non-machining times are state dependent.
Finally, we look for reduction po.ssibilities in the proce.ssing times of the 
operations in order to make further improvements in the total production cost. 
In order to find the ranges in which we can reduce the processing times we 
classify each operation according to their tooling and operationaJ parameters. 
We use piecewise linearization at this stage, since the processing times can
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be cra.slied with their a.s.socia.t('il non-linetir cost. We suggest an index to 
choose the o|)ei;ation that will l)ccra.shed. Besides reducing the |)rocessing time 
by using the primary tool, we also consider alternative too] usage and batdi 
s])littiug at this stage if there is not sullicient slack amount of the primary 
tool. We use tlie same se(iuence found in the second stage. Tliis stage can be 
considered as a left shift [)rocedure, v\diere the part secjuences on each machine 
are ke|)t tlie sa.me, and oidy the sta.i ting times are shifted to the lefl. in a Oantt 
chart representa.tion by decreasing the processing times as much as possible to 
decrease the total production cost.
The remainder of the thesis can be outlined as follows. In the next chapter, 
a litera.ture leview on the related subjects will be presented. In Chapter 3, 
the definition of the problem will Ix' given to deiine the scope of the study. In 
this chapter, in addition to the underlying assumptions and the notation used 
throughout the thesis, the proposed aJgoritlrm will be presented. In Chapter 
4, the computational results of the ex|)erimenta.l design will be presented. Tlie 
proposed algorithm will be a])plied on a]j example problem for illustration 
purpose in Chapter 5. Finally, in Chapter 6, the conclusion of this study will 
l)e provided witli some suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
In the literature tJicre are ma.ny studies under diil'ereut topics ineutiouiug to 
tlie uiotivations for this studj  ^ and the aspect of our i)roI)leu). We try to 
integrate tool allocation and scheduling of pa.rts with controllable processing 
times in a flexible manufacturing system, consisting of n identical machines. 
In order to give the related literal,ui<i in aji organized manner, we will start 
witli tlie tool management issues in fhixible manufacturing systems (FMSs) in 
the following section. Then, we will introduce sojiie basic concepts in parallel 
macliine scheduling literature in §2.2. !vat('r on, we will give' tlie literature on 
controlla,ble processing times in §2..2. l·'inally, we will conclude by mentioning 
the drawbacks of the current literature that motivate us for tins study.
2.1 Tool Management in FMS
FMSs typically consist of munerica.lly controlled (NC) machines capalile of 
performing multiple functions to proa.’ss pa.rts, automated ma.terial handling 
system (MILS) to move parts and tools between machines, automated storage 
and retrieval system (AS/RS), and on-line computer system to control and 
manage all operations, part and material movement, tool interchanges, etc.
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Tlie FMS represents a sigiiilicaiil. invesl.inenl in training, hardware and 
software. This investment is jnstified h)^  the a.I)ility of the S3^stem to produce 
a. va.riety of liigli quality parts with sliorl. lead times while rcvpiiring less floor 
sj)a.ce than traditional systems as sl.al.ed by Sodhi et al. (1994). It is very 
important to opera!,e tliojse sj'stems eilicienl.ly as much as possilrle in order to 
achieve both tlie efficiency of automated high volume mass production a.nd 
flexibility of low volume job shop pro<lnction.
ft is stated by Stccke (f983) and (¡ray et al. (1993) that approximate!}' 
50 percent of U.S. annual ex|)enditures on manufacturing is in the metal 
working industry, and two thirds of metal working is metal cutting. Besides 
being a critical issue in lactory integration, tool management has direct cost 
implica.tions. Kouvelis (1991) reports in his study that tooling accounts for 25 
percent to 30 percent of botli fixed costs and variable costs of production in an 
automated machining environment. 'The reason for such a high contribution 
of the tooling to the total inamd'actui ing cost is related to the high material 
removal ral.e in metal cutting processes, and tlie consequent increased tool 
consumption ra.tes and tool r('pla/-ement fre((uencies.
Ka.ighobadi and Venkatesh (If)iH) state that lack of a.tt(Mition to cutting 
tool related issues is a main reason for ma.king an I'^ IVIS inflexible in practice. 
Cray et a.l. (1993) and Veerama.ni et al. (1992) give extensive surveys on the 
l.ool ma.na.gement issues in automated ma.nufa.cturing systems, and emphasize 
that the lack of tool managemenl. considerations ha.s resulted in the poor 
[)erformance of tliese systems.
Some of the benefits that can be achieved by implementing a tool 
management system, stated in both of the extensive surveys mentioned above, 
are:
reduction of tool inventoiy,
assurance of tool availability when and where re(|uested.
reduced production delays.
• increased system ilexibility,
• increa.sed inaclnne utilization,
• better product quality,
• biglier productivity, and 
» better sliop floor control.
ClIAPTER 2. LITEIiATURE REVIEW
We will use the integrated conceptual framework proposed by Criiy et 
a.l. (1993) for resource planning to examine how tool management issues, 
depending upon their scope, can b<' classified into tool level, machine level 
and system level concerns. The tools tliey are concerned with are the cutting 
or shaping tools residing in an automated computer numerical control (CNC) 
m achine used to remove metal from castings. A system  is an integrated 
production facility with several automated machines and, perhaps, automated 
lumdling of parts and tools, 'rite classification of tool, machine and system 
level issues allows one to portray how individual tool related models may fit 
into machine level models and how technological constraints directly affect key 
operational decisions at a.ll levels. W<i will consider these issues in the following 
std:)sections one by one, starting with system level issues.
2.1.1 System Level Issues
Tooling issues a.rise in production planning, scheduling, spare tool management 
and tool inventory management at the system level. Production planning 
involves machine grouping and tool allocation to machines. Once production 
planning and scheduling are complete, facility loading takes place. This 
involves machine sequencing and tool re|)lacement in the magazine. Thus, there 
is a necessary interface betweeji tlie machine level decisions and the system level 
decisions. In order to achieve the efliciency of automated high volume mass 
production while retaining the flexibility of low volume job shop production, a 
variety of decisions such as designing the system, planning production for the
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upcoming |)ro(lucl.ioii period, logically and pliysically coiirigiu'iug I,lie system to 
support the production plan, scheduling operations in detail, and controlling 
and monitoring the S3'stcm to ensure that the system is running as ])la.nned, 
should be made.
Once the system is designed and the pioduction plan for the upcoming 
period is esta.l)lished, the remaining decision problems can be treated as a 
large sclieduling problem with vaiious r('source constraints. This problem can 
be divided into two parts:
• one tliat uses aggregate information and deals with decisions that are 
diflicult to change in real-time, and
• a.nother that uses detailed information to make real-time decisions.
The first one, called the system setup problem, has the goal of logically 
a.nd physically configuring the system as the real-time scheduling problem is 
easier to solve, by ensuring that resources and requirements are consistent with 
one another. The setup problem for an automated facility is more difficult 
than for production lines and job shops, since additional part mix and routing 
flexibility greatly increase the numbei' of decision va,ria.bles to be addressed 
simultaneously. The system setu|) profilem consists of several subproblems, 
which Stecke (1983) defines as follows: •
• Part type selection  problem  is to clioose a subset of part types for 
immediate and sirnulta,neons manufacture from a set of part types for 
which production requirements are specified,
• M achine grouping problem  is to partition tlie machines of each ty|)e 
into groups, where the machines in each group arc identically tooled,
• P rod u ction  ratio problem  is to determine the relative production 
ratios in which tlie set of selected part types should be processed,
• Loading problem  is to allocate the ojierations and cutting tools with 
the selected jiart types to tlie macliines or machine groups, and
• R esource allocation problem  is lo allocate the limited number of 
pallets and fixtures among the selected pari, types.
'riuu'e is a. strong interdependency among the a.l>ove five problems. However, 
most of the literature have been locusixl on solving only s|)eciiic portions of 
the problems, and tlie solutions proposed have been mostly iterative in nature. 
Approaches lor the conceptual re|)r(;sentation and analysis of FMSs include 
simulation, queueing, mathematical progra.mming, lieuristics and hierarchical 
models.
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Ja.ikumar and Van Wassenliove (1989) jrropose a three level hierarchy for 
planning production for I'MVlSs. Th<^  top level of this hierarchy is an a.ggrega.te 
production planning problem. 9'he second level is a tool loading formulation 
and the lowest level handles real-time control of the FMS. Sodhi et al. (1994) 
propose a four level control hierarchy and outline computationally fea.sible 
control evigorithms for each level. 'I’he top level is concerned with {>art ty|)e 
selection for a. long planning horizon, consisting of a few months. The second 
level pla.ns short-term, such as daily, production. The third level determines 
process routes for ea.ch |)art typ(\ l‘'ina.lly, the last hwcl deals with a.ctna.l 
routing, se((ucncing and material handling path control.
Sarin and Chen (1987) give a mixed integer programming (MIP) model 
to determine the routings of parts through tlie nurchines and to allocate 
appropriate cutting tools to ca.ch macliine to achieve minimum overall 
machining costs. O ’Grady and Menon (1987) present goal programming 
approciches to the system setup problem, considering va.rious goals including 
some related to tool magazine ca.pacity, machine time ca])acity, due dates, 
alternative process routes, and expediting of certain orders. Rajagopahm 
(1986) formulates the part type selection, loading and production ratio 
problems as a mixed integer linear j:>rogram and shows that the solutions to 
them can be suboptirnal if they ai.e not solved simultaneously. Chakravarty 
and Slitub (1986) present a. nonlineai· integer prograrmning lormulation for tool 
grouping and loading, considering various constraints and ])arameters, such as 
machining time ca.j.)acity, pallet availability, tool magazine ca.pacity, inventory
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(xxsls and tool iiuigazine sed,up costs.
All of tile above studies treat tlie s y^steiu setu|) problem as a whole, while 
there are sef|ucutial decision methods that focus on the individual subproblems. 
VVe will review the Iitera.tui(i on I.Ik' first thri'c problems.
The different approaches to tlu^  |)a.rt type selection problem arc the group 
technology approach, the sequential decision approach and the constraint 
directed approach. The group technology apjnoach uses the concept of group 
technology in grouping parts, considers ucither due dates interactions among 
pa.rts nor tool magiizine capa,city constraints in tire part tjq)e selection problem. 
Kusiak (1984), Kuma.r et al. (198G) and Cha.krava.rty a.nd Shtub (1984) ii.se 
this type of apj)roach. In the se()uentia.l decision approacli parts are included 
sequentially to maximize the probability of a. desirable outcome or to maximize 
dollar savings. This approach is discussed by Whitney and Caul (1984) and 
Suri and Whitney (1984). Being the most recent, the constraint directed 
approa.ch considers due dates, processing ca,pa.cities of the machine tools, and 
tool magazine capacities as discussed by Hwang (1986).
Stecke and Kirn (1986) propo.sr' another cla.ssiiication schema, for the 
approaches to the part type selecl.ion problem as tlie batclung versus flexible 
approach. In the biitching api)i()a.ch, tlie part types a.re partitioned into distinct 
and separate batches which a.re machined individually. All tools are ta.ken out 
of the tool magazines when a batch is finished, in order to load the tools for the 
next ba.tch. In the flexible a.|)|)roa.( h, the part t^qies to be prorluced next are 
selected and machined according l.o the ratios that bala.nce workloads until all 
rer|uireiTients for some part types are met. The time to change tools is much less 
in the flexible approacli, although tools are changed much frequently. Thus, it 
results in a more uniform utilization of machines and setup personnel, lea.ding 
to better system performance than the batching approach, in teriais of decreased 
order lead times and increcised productivity. However, the main drawbacks of 
the flexible approacli are the requirements of more duplicate tooling and the 
requirement of a more sophistica.ted tool management system.
The machine grouping problem and the loading problem CcUi be considered
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either jointly or separately and itérai.! vely. Grouping machines increases system 
performance by decreasing the ))iobal)ility that a part will be blocked. Stecke 
and Solberg (1985) [)rovc tliat rewcr groups are better wlien the goal is to 
nuiximize the expected production ratcî by using a. closed c(ueueing network 
motlel.
For the loading problem, Stecke (1988) gives a nonlinear mixed integer 
programming formulation and solves it through linearization techniques. 
F3errada and Stecke (1986) develop a branch and bound algorithm for this 
formvilation with tlie objective of balancing workloads. Kim and Yano (1998) 
present heuristic approaches for loa,ding problem in FMSs. Tliey develop 
heuristic algorithms by viewing the h'MS loading problem as a. makespa.ji 
scheduling ])rol)lem with additional constraints to cope with the tool maga.zine 
capacity. The heuristic algorithms are modifications of various single pass and 
multiple pass algorithms for multi dimensional bin packing problems.
Upon completion of the loading [iroblern, scheduling and control issues arise. 
The complexity of scheduling and control increases with macliine, operation 
a.nd routing flexibilities. Few scheduling models fully consider the implication 
of tooling constraints. The limited capacities of machine tool maga.zines, tool 
wear and breakage, changes in the jiart mix, a.nd flexible routing requirements 
necessitate the movement of tools between the tool crib and the machines. 
Tlie tool flow in a manufacturing is dependent on several factors, such as the 
capacity of the tool handling system, tlie inoduction rate associated with each 
part type, the tool magazine capa.city of each macliine, the level of similarity 
among the requirements for ,the various part types, and the sophistication of 
the tool information management system. However, tlie scheduling models in 
the literature mostly include changeovers due to part variety and tool magazine 
constraints, and seldom include tool life and tool changeovers due to tool wear.
Several heuristic scheduling teclmi(|ucs intend to reduce the need for tool 
changes. As Grama et al. (1994) state, the problem becomes especially crucial 
when the time needed to cliange a tool is significant with respect to the 
processing times of the parts, or when many small batches of different parts
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must be ]));ocessed in succession. I^ viran and Krason (1988) put forward two 
strategies, one placing parts on ea.ch nuudiine, or on tlie system as a wliole, in a 
sequence that minimizes tool cltangiiover time between |)a.rt types, and a.notber 
placing parts in a sequence so as to minimize both the part variety and tool 
variety a.t any given time. Crania et al. (1994) prove that the minimization 
of the total number of tool switches is NP-hard. However, they also show 
that, wlien the job sequence is fixed, the problem of determining the optimal 
sequence of tool loadings can be modeled as a. speciaJlj' structured 0-1 linear 
programming problem whicli can be solved in polynomial time.
In. a scheduling and control model, Cliakravarty and Shtub (1986) include 
tool niagazine capacity constraints and tool changeover times for part mix 
cha.nges and allows for periodic review of schedules to correct problems such 
as bottlenecks, machine breakdowns, and urgent orders. Iwata et al. (1982) 
use three different dispatching rules for the selection of an alternative machine 
tool and part transporter. 'I'hese rules are based u|)on l.he processing times, 
early start time and early finisl) time. Han et al. (1989) evaluate various tool 
return policies and job dispatching rules in a system, wlicje a part is machined 
on one maclune only. Kashya.p (1992) sl.udies the effect of tool selection ndes 
and request selection rules using a. simulation model.
In order to obta.in an efiicient o|)eration of tlie whole system, rules based on 
only part attributes such as the number of operations, total processing times, 
due date, etc. a,re no longer adequate. Determination of the availability of 
tools at a. maclunc before releasing a. part will help reducing parts waiting for 
tools. Similarly, when a machine becomes free, it might be better to request 
a part whose large number of operations can be com|)leted from the currently 
loaded tools on the machine magazine.
2.1.2 Machine Level Issues
Gra.y et al. (1993) state thrcxj key tool management issues at the single machine 
level:
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• loading and placing a sel, of tools in the machine’s magazine,
• determining the |)art input s(X|nence to meel. certain magazine con­
straints, a.nd
• estahlisliing tool replacement strategies.
Macliine level decisions are inlliKMiced by both higher system level decisions 
and the technological constraints and capabilities of the individual tools. Thus, 
individual tools can be allocated to the magazines of the vaiious machines after 
capacity requirements planning deeisions are finalized and machine grouping 
is determined.
Tool allocation is an inherent and critical element of the dynamic 
production planning problem and has a significant impact on the performance 
of the manufaeturing system, since the assignment of tools to a machine in 
an blMS determines to a large extent the variety of operations that can be 
performed by the machine.
Amoa.ko-Gyampa.h et al. (1992) and Cuppan (1986) analyze several 
strategies for tool allocation, d’hese strategies are:
• bulk exchange,
• resident tooling,
• gross resident tooling,
• sharing of tool in a frozen iiroduction window, and
• migration at the completion of a part ty[)e.
Bulk excliange is a strategy that suggests the |)iovision of a copy of each 
tool needed for each job visiting thd machine. In this strategy each time a part 
assigned to a machine, the number of tools that the part requires is allocated 
to that machine and the tool slots on the magazine are correspondingly 
decremented. In other words, the remaining tool slots on the tool magazine are
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1<1.11,у decreased lor ea.cli ,sul),se(|uenf. pari assigned Lo llie macliine. 'I'liis 
process continues until no inoi4' parts can l)e assigned to tliat niacliine for the 
given production period. 'I'liis stra.t('gy will undoubtedly result in a. relatively 
high l.ool inventory a.nd considerable tool ha.ndling. I'liis is a method most 
suited to the production of high volume low variety ])art mix.
R(\sident tooling is based on tiu'group technology i)rinciples. 'I'his strategy 
identifies liigli usa.ge tools for the targel.ed |)roduction mix aiul allocates them to 
the tool magazine for the entire |)roduction run. Although it does not minimize 
tool inventory, it allows flexibility iu the system to i4JS|)ond to cha.nges to the 
routing of parts due to machine breakdown or changes in the production mix.
Gross resident tooling requires all the tools needed for cdl pa.rts to be 
resident at the machines. It provides com])lete flexibility in scheduling parts. 
However, a higli level of tool inventory, tool duplication and tool magazine 
capacity are required.
ShcU'ing of tools in a frozen pioduction window is a. liybrid system between 
the bulk exchange and resident tooling. Using the tool clusters, groups of parts 
are identified that largely use each of the tool clusters. 'Pool commonality 
is then recognized between the pa.rts within the planning |)eriod. Then the 
|)la.nner a,djusts the tool requirements for (.he latest ]>art ba,sed on the quantity 
of tool il. shaix^ s witli otlun· [)a.r(,s already scheduled for tliat machine. 'Phns, 
tools identified as having common part types will not be duplicated during 
tlie frozen |)roduction window. Although this strategy requires a lower tool 
inventory than the bulk exchange strategy, it requires large capacitated tool 
magazines and provides limited roul.ing flexiliility.
Migration is similar to the bulk exchange strategy in terms of part routing. 
'Pile tools however do not stay at the machines for the entire |)lanniiig period. 
Instead, it allows the subsec[uent loa.ding of other tool types required for 
machining parts at a later time, by· allowing tools to be removed once their 
services are no longer required. 'Phus, it aims at increasing the level of tool 
sharing. This strategy results in a further reduction of tool inventory by sharing 
common tools between production windows.
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As Anioako-Gyairipah el, a,l. ( H)92) stale, the appropriate tool allocation 
strategy will clepencl ou the processing aiul tooling re(|uiren)ents of the family 
of part types to be macliineci in tli<' syst(vm, a,iul on the type aiul the luimber 
of machine tools and material handling devices available in the system. These 
issues need to be taken into consideration in determining the level of tool 
duplication, tool maintenance, tool ie|)lenishment, tool inventory, and tool 
handling Jiecessary to achieve tlu' objectives of the system.
Tool-pa.rt .sequencing on a flexible machine is an important concept, since 
the total number of tools required to process a set of parts on a flexible machine 
is usually la.rger than the available magazine storage capacity as stated by Gray 
et al. (1993). As a result, a reqtured tool may be absent on the magazine and 
a tool cha.nge must occur before thal. operation can begin.
Tang and Denardo (1988a, 1988b) explore this issue for a single machine 
with a limited tool ma.ga.zine ca.])acil,y, assuming that production requirements 
are known in advance. They also assume that there is a deterministic change 
time and that all changes are due. to part tnix, ignoring tool changes due 
to wear. They prove that, the common sense rule Keep Tool Needed Soonest 
(KTNS) is optimal for changing the tool ma,ga.zine. In KTNS, they oidy remove 
as ma.ny tools as necessary to make wa.y Ibr the next part. The tools removed 
are those that will not be needed aga.in until the longest time in the future. 
This intuitively avoids taking off tools that must soon be added back. Ties 
for future usage can be broken arbitrarily. Ba.rd and Feo (1989) address the 
prol)lem of miiiimizing the total setu|), tool replacement and machining times 
for individual batches subject to tool ma.gcizine and metal volume removal 
constraints. Their approach requires the manual generation of all feasible tool 
paths before considered by the optimization algoritlim.
The third issue at this levc'l concerns tlxi tool r(^pla.c('m<'iit strategii's. A 
complete tool replacement strategy specifies a tool change schedule based upon 
the economic service lives of tools a!nd a control policy regarding unscheduled 
tool changes following breakage. 'I'he tool replacement problem is furth(;r 
complicated by the fact that tool life is not deterministic and that all the
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tools in the tool magazine do no(. recpiire recouditiouiiig at the same time. The 
tool repla.cement policies are coiicc'riied with the com|)lex dc'cisions ol when to 
replace a particular tool and how many other tools to replace along with this 
particular tool. The most realistic replacement replacement strategies consider 
the distributed nature of tool lives under actual machining parameters, as well 
as the option to change several tools when one fails, rather than considering 
only expected lives and single tool ı■<'pla.cements.
All of the studies consider one ma,chine in isolation. Currently, many tool 
replacement models are deficient because they ignore the relationship between 
the [U'ocessing rates a,nd the tool r('|)la.ccment policy, and tend to overlook the 
impact of tool sliaring on s('tup times.
Most of the studies assume constanl. processing times and tool lives tliough 
the tool wear ca.n have a significant impact on the tool replacement frequency. 
Almost all of the studies in the literature consider operational problems 
concerning tool magazine arrangement and oj)erations secpiencing decisions 
at the system level in an a.ggrega.ted ma.nner. They, conse<iuentl3q ignore a 
possibility of tool slurring and loa.ding duirlicate tools due to tool contention 
among the operations for a limited number of tool types as a result of the 
tool ava.ila.bility and tool life limitations. However, such operational problems 
should be taken into account foi· a. r(!lial.)le modeling of FMSs, otherwise the 
absence of such crucial constraints may lead to infeasible results. An inclusion 
of these issues in the process planning will provide an effective decision making 
tool for the short term o|>erational decisions of k'MS as discussed by Suri and 
Whitney (1984).
Avci and Akturk (1996), in a. recent studjq propose a. new solution 
methodology to solve for the tool magazine arrangement and operations 
sequencing problems simultaneously by allowing more accurate portra.yal of 
the operation of CNC machines with an inclusion of tool contention, tool life, 
precedence a.)id tool ma.ga.zine capa.city restrictions.
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2.1.3 Tool Specific Issues
Tool specific, issuers include Uk' niiniher and l.yp*'·'’ fools, fool sp(;ed ia.fes, 
tool .feed rates, a.nd the technology used to monitor and control machining 
and tooling conditions, sta.tcd by (¡ray et al. (1993). 'I’hesc; factors determine 
the (|ua.lity of the parts producc'd a,nd the effective capacity of the macJiino.^ s, 
witli a, given set of machine tools. 'These a.re critical choices in automated 
manufacturing because of thoi level of iutegration necessary between the various 
production functions and the great capital and time involved in developing 
■liardvvare, softwa.re and techniced support for automated manufacturing. 'Tool 
life, tool economics, tool standa.i (li/,a.tion and information rec}uiremeid.s are the 
key tool related issues that represent tlie ma jor tool management concerns at 
the individuivl tool level.
Empirical studies show tha.t the useful life of a tool depends jnimarily upon 
the machinijig environment, including the speed and feed rate, tlie material 
composition of the part and of tlu' tool, and de])th of the cut. Th<; optimization 
of the machining conditions foi· a single o[)eration is a well known prolrlem, 
where the decision varia.bles a.re usually I,lie cutting speed and feed rate. 'There 
have been several models and sohd.ion methodologies in tlie literature, such 
as Eriner (1971), llitomi (1989), (¡o|)alakrislman and Al-Kliayyal (1991), and 
Malakooti (1991).
However, these models consider only the contribution of machining time 
and tooling cost to the total cost of o[)eration, and they usua.lly ignore the 
contribution of the non-machining time components to the operating cost, 
which could be very signincaiit for the multiple opera.tioji case. All of the 
time consuming events exccj)t the actual cutting o|)eration are denoted as non- 
machining time components. Hasic setup, tool interchanging, tool replacing, 
rapid travel motion, work]uecc loadiiig-iniloadiug, tool tujiing, tool approach 
and stcibilization, etc., are the l.yi)ica.l exa.mples of non-machining events. 
Machining conditions are the main determinants of these non-machining time 
components. In addition, these studies also exclude the tooling issues such 
as the tool availability and the tool life capacity limitations. 'Tlierelore, their
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re.si.ilis miglii lead io iiireasil)iliiies diu' io (,ool coiiieniion anioiig ilie operaiioiis 
for a liiniied number of iool i.y[)es.
In. a receiii study, Akiuik and Avci (1996) proj)osc a new solution 
procedure to make tool allocation and macliining conditions selection decisions 
simnltaneously by considering tlie related tooling considerations of tool wear, 
tool availability, a.nd tool replacing a.nd loading times, since they aifect both 
the nmchinijjg und non-macliiniiig time com]x;nents, hence the total cost of 
iriajuifactriring. In thx^ ir study, tli('y (extend single machining operation problem 
(SMOl^) formulation by a.drling a lu'w tool life constraint wliich enables tlieiri 
to include tooling issues like tool wixir and tool availability. Furthermore, tliey 
|)ropose a. new cost measiiix' to <'X|)loit tiu' intera.ction In'twcxm the number 
of tools required with tlie ma.chining, tool replacing and loading times, and 
tool waste cost in conjunction with the optimum mcichining conditions for 
alternative operation-tool pairs. (Jojisequently, they prevent any infeasibilities 
that might occur for the tool allocation prol)lem at the system level due to tool 
contention a.mong tool life r(\sl.i'ic(.ions through a. h'edbax'k mechanism.
2.2 Parallel Machine Scheduling
The second related literature witli our study is the parallel inachiue schediding, 
since we aim to find a schedule for n identical machines in a FMS.
As Cheng and Sin (1990) state, multiple machine scheduling theory is the 
study of constructing schedules of machine processing for a set of jobs in order 
to· ensure tlie execution of all jobs in the set in a reasonable amount of time. 
In other words, the major concern of multiple machine scheduling theory is 
how to provide a perfect match, or near perfect match, of machines to jobs a.nd 
subsequently determine the |)rocessing se(|uence of the jobs on each machine 
in order to achieve some prescrilxxl goal.
Multiple machine scheduling systems lia.ve two possible configurations, 
namely serial and parallel. Ihuallel systems have also their own classification
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as:
• idcnUca.! |)arallcl Jiiacliiiics, wlu.'ic Uui inocessing (,inie oi a |)arl is same 
regardless of the ii)a.chine,
• unifonvi parciJlel inachiiies, where ilie processing time of a. ))art on a. 
macliine is dependent on the speed of the macfiine,
• unrelated parallel macliines, where the processing time of a part on a. 
machine is dependent on part-machine pair dependent speed.
Our problem suits best for the identical parallel machines, since the 
processing times are fixed by the governing machining conditions and same 
for all machines. However, in our problem, the non-machining time required 
for each part changes from one machine to another due to the different current 
configurations of the tool magazine.
Tlie three principal objectives foi‘ the irarallel machine scheduling are stated 
to be the minimization of the makespan, the total completion time, and the 
maximum lateness, a.s stated by Pinedo (1995). With a single machine the 
rnakes])a.n objective is not meaningfvd unless there are sequence dependent 
setup times, however, with machines in parallel it becomes an objective of 
significant importance. In practice, it is often tried to balance tlie load on 
machines in parallel, and by minimizing the makespan a good balance can be 
a.chieved.
The class of parallel machine scheduling problems has been a subject of 
extensive study by computer scientists for a long time because scheduling 
incoming jobs on parallel processois |)resents a major operational prol)lem 
for running a time-sliaring computer system. The same problem is also 
encountered in a machine sho[) whore job orders are to l)e scheduled on 
groups of identical production facilities. Extensive surveys on parallel machine 
scheduling can be found in Crahani et al. (1979), Lawler et al. (1982), a.ud 
Cheng and Sin (1990).
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2.3 Controllable Processing Times
AnotluM' related area witli our study is scheduling j)robleins with controllable 
processing times, whicli receives increasing a.ttention in the literature. Most 
of the |)idjlisiied results in this a.rca. are concerncfl with the single ina.chine 
ca.se. In most of these studies a. static single ma.chine sequencing problem is 
cojisidered in winch,job processing times are controllable variables and have 
their own associated linearly varying costs.
Vickson (1980a, b) in his first study treats the problem of minimizing 
tlie total weighted flow cost plus job processing cost in a single machine 
se(|ucncing problem for joirs having procc'ssing costs which aie linea.r funcl.ions 
of procc.ssing times. In his second study, he extends his initial study and 
presents simple methods for solving two single machine secjuencing problems 
when job processing times are tliemselves decision va.riables having their 
own linca.rly varying costs. These are the ])roblems of minimizing the tota.l 
processing cost plus either the average flow cost or the maximum tardiness 
cost, fie tjea.ts only the problems with zero ready tin)e and no precedence 
constraints.
Daniels and Sarin (1989) consider the problem of joint sequencing and 
resource allocation when the scheduling criterion of interest is the number 
of tardy jobs and derive theoretical results that aid in developing tlie tra.de 
off curve between the number of tardy jobs and the total arhount of allocated 
resource.
Panwalkar and Ra.ja.go|)alan (1992) consider the static single machine 
sequencing [)roblem witli a common due date for all jobs in which job processing 
times a.re controllable with linear costs. They propose a: metliod to find 
optimal processing times, and an o])timal sequence to minimize a cost function 
containing earliness cost, tardiness cost and total processing cost.
Zdralka (1991) deals with the problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine 
in whidi each job has a release date, a delivery time and a controllable
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processing time, having its own associated linearly varying cost and propose 
an approximatioir algorithm for minimizing the overall scliednle cost.
Ishi et al. (1985) consider the |)roblem with parallel miiform machines in 
which the spc('.d of a. machine is a continuous nonncga.tive variable and the 
comprf'ssiou cost is a function of the speed of the machine.
CJuing et al. (1996) consider a parallel machine scheduling problem with 
controlla.l.)le processing times, where the job processing times can be compressed 
through incurring an additional cost., which is a convex function of the amount 
of compression. They formulate two |)roblems, one to minimize the total 
compression cost |)lus the tota.l llowtime, and the other to minimize the total 
compression cost plus the sum of ca.i liiu'ss and tardiness costs for the common 
due date sclieduliug problem.
2.4 Summary
As a. result of this literature survey, we can sa.3  ^ that there ha.ve been many 
studies related in some way with our study under different headings. However, 
there is no study that integrates all of these and investigates the intera.ctions 
among them.
For solving tlie tool allocation problem at the system level, most of the 
published studies use 0 - 1  binary variables, i.e. a particidar tool j  is assigned 
to operation to represent tool requirements and they do not consider 
alternative tool assignment jrossibilities. Each operation has a predetermined 
tool. Furthermore, these studies determine the tool requirements for each 
operation independently, and fail to lelate the contention among the operations 
for a limited number of tools.
Another common drawback observed is that they ignore the close 
relationship between the processing times and tool lives, although the tool wear 
can have a significant impact on tlie system performance. They, consequently.
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ignore tool sharing possibilities aiul (lu|)lica.te tool reciuirernents due to tool 
avallabilitj^ and tool life limitations. Many studies a.ssnnie that setup time is 
negligil)le, although the setup time is determined as a. result of the tool sharing 
and duplicate tool requirements.
In the system setup problem for an h'MS, commonly used objectives are 
workload balancing-mibalancing, minimization of number of tool switches and 
some other completion time based measures, whereas tardiness is not an 
objective lor any o(: the studies. In some studies, due date information is 
used in priority assignment. However, in our study we include the weighted 
tardiness cost in our tota.l cost, as one of the important cost components.
In the literature, processing times are taken as constant, eitlier deterministic 
or probabilistic. However, they are closely related with the machining 
conditions. Hence, the processing times are controllable. In the literature 
of scheduling with controllalrle |)rocessing times, most of the studies assume 
that the ¡rrocessing times can be cra.slied in a range with linear compression 
cost. But, for our case tlie i)rocessing times can be crashed with a nonlinear 
cost function, which is closely ielat('.d with tool and operation parameters.
The main objective of this thesis is to show how closely tool allocation and 
scheduling of the parts in an FMS arc related, and how much improvement 
can be obtained by controlling the proc(;ssing times. In the next chapter, we 
give the definition and underlying assum|)tions of the problem as well as the 
details of the algorithm. We will present tlie results of ex[reiimental design in 
Chapter 4, and will illustrate our proposed algorithm on a numerical example 
in Chapter 5. Finally, in the last cha.[)ter, some concluding remarks for future 
research directions will be given.
Chapter 3
Problem Statement
Tlie eiricieiit operation of an FMS is a very difficult task due to coin|)lex nature 
of FMSs, and in many implementations the available capacity is underutilized. 
It is very important to operate these systems efficiently as much as possible in 
order to get expected benefits of flexiliility and economy, in view of the high 
investment recfuired.
Tool management is one of tlu' most, important issues in FMSs, since lack 
of attention to tool related issues can prevent a.n FMS from reaching its fullest 
potential and can ma.ke it inllexible in practice. Major problems that can be 
faced as a result of a poor tool management system, observed by Chung (1991):
• liigh level of tool inventory,
• significant system idle time,
• unnecessary tool handling,
• hampering of production How,
• increased queues, and
• unnecessary tool duplicates.
23
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111 (,lie l,raditioiia.) «.piiroaclKis, 01 liiiiaiy va.rial)le,s arc used al, I,lie sysleiri 
level 1,0 rep resell I, tool requirenieiil.s vvitlioiit coiisideriiig the tool a,iK.l inachiiie 
level issues, and hence, duplicate tooling, tool sharing and alternative tooling 
possibilities are not considered. This is a result of the two stage independent 
hierarchy used in most of the studies. In addition, the tool reituirements for 
each operation is independently determined a.nd the contention among the 
operations for a limited number of tools is not considered. Furtliermore, the 
close relation between the processing times and tool lives is ignored, although 
tills relation might have a significant impact on .system performa.nce. All of the 
studies assume that processing times are known beforeliand regardless of the 
machining conditions, although the processing times are controllable decision 
va.riables with their associated nonlinear convex cost functions. A simultaneous 
solution to tool inanagement and part scheduling can result in reductions in the 
total cost of manufacturing and prevent any infeasibility due to tool availability 
constra.ints.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In §3.1 the definition of 
the problem with the underlying assumptions will be given. In §3 . 2  a general 
outline of the proposed algorithm will be presented, in the following sections 
the steps of the algorithm will be explained in detail. The flow chart of the 
proposed algorithm will lie given in Appcnidix II. Finally, some concluding 
remarks will be provided in §3.7.
3.1 Problem Definition and Assumptions
In this study our aim is to perform tool allocation and scheduling of parts 
siinultaneously in an automated machining environment to minimize total cost, 
consisting of tooling cost, operational cost and tardiness cost. The limits of 
the problem are defined by stating the operating policy and characteristics of 
the system. The following assumptions are made to clarify the scope of our 
study:
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• Tlicre are multiple parts witli diirerent batch sizes and each part is 
composed of multiple opo ations.
• I'hrch part has a. specific due da.t(' and a. diffejent weighting factor.
• Eiu;h operation can be performed by a set of alternative tool types with 
limited quantities on hand.
• For the operations, the cutting speed and the feed rate will be taken 
as the decision variables, and depth of cut, length and surface finish 
requirements are assumed to l)e given as inpi.it.
• 'I'here is no precedence relation between the ojjerations of a part.
• At the machining conditions si'lection and initial scheduling stages, each 
operation should be perfoiincd by a. single tool type throughout the 
manufacturing of whole lot, although we allow batch splitting at tlie 
final sclieduling stage. Tims, a.n operation of a part can be manufactured 
by multiple tool types.
• After completion of a lot, remaining toot lives can be used for 
manufacturing of another lot. Thus, the actual usage of tools are included 
in the tooling cost a.nd tool availability related constraints.
• The tool replacing is only allowed during the ))art changing and only a 
single tool can be changed at a time, d'his assurnptio.n implies that tool 
changing time occurred is a.dditive. Therefore, tool changing times of 
different tools can be summed to lind total tool clianging time occurred. •
• There are multiple idenl.ical CNC machines with limited tool magazine 
capiicities, and each macliine can load/unload tools automatically.
• Each machine can work for a limited time period.
• Besides the on-board tool magazines at eacli macliine, there is also a 
centra,1 tool storage where the tools not assigned to any machine are 
kept. A robotic manipulator is used to transfer tools between the 
central stora.ge and the machines. This configuration is similar to the
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FMC ijii))Icnienlations (lisciissoid in Macchiaioli a,n(J Ricnima (1996), and 
İVÍlJkIκ)padL·ya.y and Saint
Under these assumptions we wislt to solve tool nia.nagement and sclieduling 
problems simultaneously to determine tlie following decision variables:
• Tool Management Decisions
— Tool Allocation : How l.ools will be allocated to parts in terms of 
quantities and alloca,tion schema.
— Machining Condition Selection : Wliat the cnttittg speed and feed 
ra.t(' will be for each opt'iatioti of each part.
• Scheduling Decisions : Which pa.rts will l)e processed on which machine 
at what time.
Tlie notation used throughout the thesis is given in Appendix A.
3.2 Proposed Algorithm
Tlie constra.ints and the decision variables for tool management and scheduling 
problems interact with each other. In order to solve these problems 
simultaneously, we propose a new solution procedure, consisting of the 
following four stages:
SILAGE 1 : TOOL ALLOCATION
STA G E  2  : TOOL SHAIUNC
ST A G E  3 : INITIAL SClll'iDULE
ST A G E  4 : FINAL SCHEDULE
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First wo i(':(lucc tiui |)iol)l(sn by r<'laxiiig the sclu'cliiliiig ı·('la.te(l constraints. 
Tlicn, for tlic reduced problem, vv<^ iind the o|)tinuim macbining conditions for 
every possible operation-tool pair and .select tiie tool that gives tlie minimniu 
cost by using the single raacliine o|)cration ]>roblein (SMOP) as a key, after 
relaxing the set of tool avalhibi 1 ity constraints. This will provide a. lower bound 
for the tool allocation and macliining conditions oj)tiini/a.tion problem. Later 
on, we impose the rehxxed tool availability constraini, and solve a simi)l(.’! integer 
programming (IP) formulation if tool availability constraint is violated. We 
refer to the exact solution algoritlim for single nmcliine proposed by Akturk 
and Avci (I99G) at this sta.ge.
After completing tool allocation and macliining conditions .selection, we 
clieck for the tool sharing possil)ilities of tbe oj)erations that use the same tool 
for ea.ch pa.i t as the second s(.a.ge of our algorithm.
Later on, we impose the scheduling rela.ted constraints to find a schedule 
that will minimize our total cost. At the third sta.ge, we consider the processing 
times are fixed according to the machining conditions selected at tlie first stage 
and try to find an initial schedule.
Finally, at the la.st stage we look for reduction possibilities in the processing 
times in order to gain in terms of the total cost a.nd fina.lize our schedule. At 
this stage we do not change the sequence found in tlie initial schedule, just 
find the new starting and completion times for the parts. There are two ways 
to reduce the processing times. 'J'he first one is to s|)eed up the operation 
using the primary tool in a fa.s(.er setting. We classify the operations into 
classes according to the ojıeration and tool jiarameters in order to find the 
range in which we can cra.sli the processing times. However, this rna.y not be 
a.lwa.ys possible due to tool availability. Hence, the second wa.y to reduce the 
processing times is to use an alternative tool instea.d of the primary tool.
These stages will be explained in detail in the following sections.
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3.3 Tool Allocation
Tool a.l)oca.tion is the first stage of our algoritlrm. The cutting si)eeds increase 
due to the advances in cutting tool materials and designs. This residts 
in reduced machining time vvitli higher tooling costs. Tlierelore, a set of 
alternative tool types is considered for each niachining o|)eration, since no 
one tool type is best for all purposes. Moieover, the same tool may be used in 
several different machining conditions. There is neither a. fixed cutting speed 
nor a. fixed feed rate for each tool. 'I'hese machining conditions ca.n vary from 
one oj)eration to another aecording to the re<iuiremeuts of the operation.
'I’lie machining conditions optimi/,a.tiou for a. single operation is a. well 
known problem. However, as discussed in Cliapter 2, the models upto now 
consider only the contribution of maclnning time and tooling cost to the 
total cost of operation a.nd they usually ignore the contribution of non­
machining time components to the total manufacturing cost, which could 
be very significant for the multiple operation case, in addition, machining 
conditions cue the main determinaul.s of these non-macliining time components. 
In our model, we consider tool rc|)lacing and loading times as the non- 
machining time componenl.s since these are the ones that can be expressed 
as a function of both tlie machining conditions and alternative operation-tool 
pairs.
3.3.1 Mathematical Model
Before giving the mathematical formulation, we will introduce the possible time 
components that should be included in the objective function of total cost for 
the manufacturing of a given batch size of a single |)art. Tliese components are 
classified into two distinct groups, namely n)achining time and non-machining 
time components.
M achining T im e is the time required to complete a metal cutting 
operation. For instance, the machining time expression for a turning
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operation is given as follows:
' Lp{
12· ?’ · · · f ■■.1 pij
Similar expressions lor a vvidc^  va.rie(.y ol machining oj)era.tions are 
a.va.ilal)le in the literature. However, for the machining economics studies 
tire above expression has been preferred to study on since it is a common 
expressiou to a.ll researchers and easy to extend to some other operations.
• T aylor ’s T ool Life Expression is the relationship Iretween machining 
time a.nd tool life, that can be ('X|)ressed as a. function of the machining 
conditions by using a.n extrunh'd form of Taylor’s tool life equation as 
follows:
1
T C
P'J
pi I pil VI■ ij J j "'pi
The expression is lref|uently used in the ma.chining economics literature, 
especially in the cases wIhmc there exist moie than one nrachining 
condition as l.he con troll alrle variable. •
• Usage R ate Expression is obtained by combining the alrove two time 
expressions for the turning operation as:
Opij —
' r)pi ■ Lpi ·
Tpij 12 · TCj PK! f  '■' pt.1
It is possible to derive similar ex])ressions for other operations.
N on-m achin ing T im e is the time required for all time consuming 
events except the actual cutting operation. Basic setup, tool repla.cing, 
tool interchanging, ra.jjid travel motion are tlie typical examples of non­
machining events.
— Basic Setup Time : is a component of the total non-machining time 
clue to the setup time counting for tool ma.gazine preparation, and 
the loading of tools and part program for the specific batch.
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— Tool Replacing Time : is cleteriiiined by Uie tool usage rate, hence 
the number of necessaiy tool repla.cements. Each tool will have 
diil'erent replacing time dependent upon whether the tool utilizes 
some special accessory or not.
— Tool Interchanging d’ime : counts for the time requiied to move tool 
from tool liolder to tool magazine and replace it back, or vice versa­
it is assumed that we are indifferent al)out the location of the tool 
on the magazine and hence we are oidy interested in the time spent 
for tool interchanging time.
— Rapid Travel Motion d ime : is tlie time required to relocate the 
tool from one point to anoth<.'r, e.g., from tool magazine to starting 
point of the cutting opr'iatioii. d’his component can be expressed 
as a. function of length of the path being followed, as done by Avci 
and Akturk (1996). However, we assume that this component is 
constant depending only on the tool type.
We can give the mathematical formulation of the tool allocation and 
machining conditions optimization problem as follows:
Minimize
]>eP
+ E E - 'V r i ' , » r C ' . , )
ietpjeJ
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Subjed, 1,0 :
• Tool AssigmncMl, ( loitslrainl.s :
Y^Xrij =  1, lor every i G /,, , p G P
je.f
I ] (  l -  /Л-о ) · ,^n.i b
ieip j€J
• Tool Availability CoiiHtraints:
XI X ] Qp-^pij-Upij < Nj, Cor every j  G J
p&Pieip
• Tool Life ConstrainiMS :
Xpij . Upij . Vj,ij < I, (or ('very p e l\ i G Ip, j  G J
• Macliine Pow(3r (Joii.sl^ rainlnS :
^ p i j f p i j I I  I max·, ((>i* CVCry ]) G P, I G Ip, j  G J
• Surfcice Roughness ( ¡onslu'ciints :
Xp,j-Cs-vlij.flliyd\,i < SF„i, foi· every p G P, г G Ip, j  G J
• Nonnegativity and Integralit}'  ^ Constraints:
fpKii ^pij ^  ^ ’ p^i-.i ^ U
for every p £ P, i £ Ip, j  G ,/
The above objective function is the total cost of manufcrcturing all of the 
parts and consists of costs related with the machining time and non-machining 
times, and tooling, respectively. There are four sets of decision variables. The 
first set of decision variables. A',,,·/, re))resents the tool cillocation decisions. 
The second set of decision variables, Upij, shows the usage amount of a tool 
by a single operation. This variable cousequtively determines the number of 
required tools. Finally, the third and tlie fourth sets of decision variables, Vpij 
and fpij are the machining conditions selection decisions.
There exist three types of constraints, namel}^ operational, tool related and 
machining constraints in the presented nonlinear MIP formulation. The first 
set of constraints represents the operationa.1 constraints which ensure that each 
operation is assigned to a single tool type of its ca.ndidate tools set. The tool 
related constraints, the tool availability and tool life constraints guarantee that 
the solution will not exceed the available quantity on hand and tlie available 
tool life capacity for any tool type, respectively. Finally, the last two types of
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constraints represent tlie usual niacliining operation constraints. The machine 
power constraint provides to o|)erate m;i.chine tool without being subject to 
any damage and tlie sui face roughness pn'sents the ((uality rciiuircment on the 
operation.
Akturk and Avci (1996) discuss tlie complexity of tlie problem and show 
that the tool allocation and ma,chining conditions optimization problem is Afin­
complete and present a solution algoritlmi to this problem using the classical 
single machine operation problem (SMOP), that will be explained in the next 
subsection.
3.3.2 Single Machining Operation Problem (SMOP)
The objective function of SMOP considers the tooling cost and o[)erating cost 
due to the machining time, and it is possible to impose tlie machining opera.tion 
constraints on the problem together with a tool life constraint. The following 
standa.rd mathematical formulation of geometric programming (CP) can be 
written for the SMOP for everry |)ossible o|)eration-tool pair:
Minimize SMOPpij -  O o -L n ,„ ,  -I- ( C i j  +  C o - t r j ) . U p i j
= P'. f~.\ -j-P’
^ ' I · ^^ pi j  · J pi j  '  ^'2· ^ p^i j  · J pij
Subject to: < 1 (Tool Life Constraint)
(Machine I’ower Constraint) 
(Surface Roughness Constraint)
where,
< I
fpij > 0
‘ïï.Dpi-Lpi-Co p, ■^ Api.Lpi.(CJi.{C.'tj P ('o-Pj)
C'l =  ---------r-------  , — ---------------- r_ ....-----------------
12 12.C7,·
, 7T · Opi ■ Lpi ■ ■ I'pij P’ iP C 3^, , and C[ -
HP SFi
Both the objective function and tlie constraints of the above problem is 
nonlinear. However, the constraints of the associated dual problem of the above
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formulatioii are well defined linciu; cqiialions. 'I'he dual problem can be solved 
by an anaiytical approach that uses the complementary slackness conditions 
between dua.l varia.l)les a.nd primal consi.raints in addition to constraints of both 
the ])i'imal and dual problems, in a reasonable a.mount of time.
If a dual feasible solution is found for a given problem then the 
corresponding primal solution can be evaluated in terms of its decision 
variables, and the primal feasibility of the solution can be checked. At 
optima.lity, the corresponding solution should be feasible in both the dual and 
the primal problems, and the obj(M-,tive function value should be the same. 
Since the constrciints can be either loose or tight at optima.lity, and we have 
three consl.raints, there are eight different cases for the dual, only six of whicli 
are shown to be feasible lyy Akturk and Avci (1996). Therefore, the solution 
of SMOP can be found verj^  quickly since the explicit a.nalytic expressions of 
the solution exist for all cases.
3.3.3 Algorithm
Ij] this section we will explain tlu' steps of the exact solution algorithm 
proposed by Akturk and Avci (1996), to solve tool allocation and machining 
conditions optimization problems simultaneously with the modifications we 
have done in this algorithm. Since the decision variables and the constraints 
for machining conditions and tool allocation interact with each other, the set 
of tool availabilit}^ constraints, wliich can be called coupling constraints, are 
relaxed to solve these interrelated problems simultaneously. The optimum 
machining conditions for evei'y |)ossible operation-tool |)air is found by using 
this resource directed decomposition procedure and then the tool giving the 
least cost measure is selected using SMOP as a key. A lower bound for the 
tool allocation and machining conditions optimization problem is obtained in 
this wa.y. DilFerent tool requirement levels are generated for each possible 
operation-tool pair if the rexiuired amount of tools for any tool type exceeds 
the number of tools available on hand. (Jonse(|uently, the nonlinear MIP 
formulation with several constraints is polynomially transformed to a much
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.simpler IP formulation.
As an input, to this sta.gc, the following parameters shouhl be specified:
• System related inputs: f",, / ’ , Q,,.
• Tool related inputs: ./ and At,, cv,, 7 ,^ ti ,^ , V j  6 ./.
• Part and operation related inputs: /,, and S E M , »
V p 6 P, V i E Ip and V j  G ./.
• Technological coefficients: c, e, C ,^ 9 , /.
We obtain the following out|)ut vai iables as the execution of this stage, to 
be ini)ut to the further stages:
• Optimum tool allocations: A',,,,, Upij V p G P , 'i i E Ip and V 7 E J ■
• Optimum machining conditions: Up,,, V p G P, V f G and V j  
G J.
The step by step illustration of this stage is as follows:
• ST E P  1.1: For every possible part, operation, tool triple, solve 
single machining operation optimization problem (SMOP) to determine 
o])timum Vpij, fpij and i/,,;,, setting initially
in, -
where f ] gives the smallest integer greater than or eipial to the operand.
• ST E P  1.2: Re.solve SMOP for the requirement level. A; G {1 ,2,..., 
of each triple {p ,i,j)  to find Pp,,·, and and the corresponding 
where
“  {.Qp ’
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where [ J gives tlie greatest integer smaller than the operand, and
K j =  Qv ■ (('. · I i „  + ( « ,  +  c, ■ I , , )  ■ (4 )
• STE P 1.3 : For every (p, ?') pair, lind the (_/, k) pair giving the minimum 
value and compute the l.ool ly|)e j re(iuir(mien(. ior every j as follows:
n, =  E  Q,> ·  ' 4
{pA
where (j,k ) =  argrnin{lMC} V {p,i).
• ST E P  1.4: If R j  is smaller (,han or equal to /V, for every j ,  then 
the lower bound solutioji round in STFP 1.3, gives the o[)timum tool 
allocations and machining conditions. Otherwi.se, solve the following 
integer piogramming (IP) formulation to find the best allocation for every 
operation that satisfies the tool availability constraints:
Minimize Z ]  X )
p e P i e i p j e - i  k
^^pij I
Subject to: Z  Z  =  f V p G P i €
j e J  k=i
J I" ^
E E  E  Q p - u i . r E , < N i
p e P i e i p  k=\
where yVt·, is a O-i binary decision variable which is eciual to 1 if the 
machining of operation i of part p is assigned to tool j  at tlie rciiuirernent 
level of k tools. In the al.)ove lonmdation, the first constraint ensures 
that for every operation only a single alternative will be chosen, and the 
second constraint represents that the total tool usage will not exceed the 
available quantity for each tool.
At the end of this stage we obtain the tool allocations with their governing 
machining conditions. We will u,se the.se in the following steps of our algorithm. 
Besides determining the best, in othet words the |)rimary tool of any operation, 
we also find the best alternative of tins tool for the same operation. In the 
next section, we will explain the second sta.ge of oui- algorithm, namely, tool 
sharing stage.
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3.4 Tool Sharing
Tool sharing is the second stage of our algorithm. At this stage, we try to 
find out the tool sharing |)ossil)ilities Iretvveen the operations of the same part, 
wliich will result a direct reduction in the total non-machining time required 
for the part, since tliere will l)e less fre(|uent tool interchanges by tliis way.
We will take the optimum tool allocations with their governing machining 
conditions which are determined at the first stage as the inputs to this stage 
and calculate the new parameters of the part, such a.s number of operations, 
total machining time and non-ma.chining time of the part, etc., for the parts 
whose opera.tions are gathered.
Tins stage ca.n be presented st('|) by step as follows:
• ST E P  2.1: 1 ^ or each part, if there are operations that use the same tool, 
calculate tlie total tool usage of (Jie possible gathered operation.
• ST E P  2 .2 : If tlie tota.l usage is less tha.n 1 , then gather these operations 
and recalculate the machining and non-machining times of the gathered 
operation; else leave them separated.
• ST E P  2 .3 : After checking all of the operations of a part, calculate .the 
total machining and setup times for each part.
We perforjn this sta.ge in order to get benefits in tenns of non-machining 
time from tool sharing possil)ilities between the operations. We have only one 
requirement that should be satisfied for the operations to be gathered and it 
is that the total tool usage of these operations should not exceed one. Tins 
gain in non-machining time might reduce the operational and tardiness cost 
of the system. This stage can be considered as a pre-process before the initial 
schedule is determined.
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3.5 Initial Schedule
Wc (.ry (,o iind an iiiiliai schedule of l.lie system tha t will min imize our total cost, 
as the third stage of our algorithm. At this stage, we will ta.ke the machining 
times fixed as determined according to tlie machining conditions selected at 
the first stage of our algoritlim.
The ma.in point of this stage is t.he usage of two diiferent indices. The 
first one is used for choosing the ma.cliiiK' that each part ca.n Ikí loa.d(xl, and 
the other one is used for choosing the ))art tliat will be processed. We will 
schedule the parts one at a time, and recalculate the non-machining times of 
the unscheduled parts after each assignment to take café of the exact tool 
sh aring opport uni ties.
d'he first index we will use is the machine index given by the following
equation:
io„
M U  =  r,-------- r r r - Tytvipjji t
[DDp — — (trnpm +
Tills index is a cornliination of weighted sliortest |)rocessing time and the 
slack time. As we indicate previously, the total [irocessing time of a part 
consists of two parts, namely, macliining time and non-machining time. The 
machining time of the part, tnipm·, is the same for all machines, which is 
determined according to the machining conditions selected at the first stage.
However, the non-machining time is composed of basic setup time, tool 
replacing time, tool interchanging time and rapid travel motion time which 
are explained in §3.3.1. The tool replacing time depends on the number of 
tool replacements and since the current status of the tool ma.ga.zines of the 
machines can differ from each other, the tool replacing time, hence the non- 
machining time, iSpmi reijuired for i.he part will be different on each machine. 
When a part is loaded to a machine, it becomes an altered machine, since the 
current status of the tool magazine of that machine changes. Therefore, the
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non-rna.chiniiig times of the |)aris on this machine are recalculated aco 
to the iH'w sta.i.ns.
In tlie calcnlation of the non-machining time for a. part, we first try to find 
flow many parts of the batch can be inocessed l)y tlui tools cni reidJy present at 
the maga.zine. We keep track of the exact remaining tool lives of the tools on 
the magazine iji order to get the benefits of this exact tool sharing possibilities 
between the pa.rts. II the whole batch ca.nnot be processed by the tools present 
on the magazine, we have to find how many tools should be loaded to the 
magazine. Although the part may rcf|uire more than one tool, we allocate oidy 
one slot for each operation in the loading. By this way, we will find the total 
tool replacing time for the part. II the magazine is full then an additional non- 
machining time will be incurred since one of the currently loaded tools must 
be unloaded to open up a new slot. 'I'Ik', tool that will be unloaded is chosen as 
the one either that has zero remaiiung life or that has the sliortest remaining 
life and is not required for the |)art in consideration.
This index gives a higher priority to the machine which ])erforms the 
operations of the part faster and allows more slack time to the part, in other 
woi ds, which requires less total non-machining time for the part. The machine 
with the highest index value becomes the preferred machine of tliat pact.
The second index is the part index given l)y the following equation:
PI
W -n
pm (^ tvipm “I i^ p^m)
exp<
111(1,1 { 1)  Dp I ( 1 11 ipjji H Í spy^ i) ? 0 j 1
Vm 7
This index is similar to the a.pj)arent tardiness cost (АТС) index. However, 
in this index tlie non-machining times are included in the index calculation and 
they are determined according to the inocedure explained above. Tins index is 
calculated for each part on its preferred machine which is detej inined according 
to the first index. This index gives a higher priority to the part which can be 
processed faster a.nd has a less slack time. The main aim of tliis index is to 
reduce the amount of tardiness as much as possible.
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11 1 the algorithm, we first determiiie tlie preferred nuuhiue of each pa.rt 
using tlie first index, and then select the pari, whicli will Ik - loaded using the 
second index. Once a part is clioson to be loaded, the currenl, status of tlie tool 
magazine is updated according to the necessary tool loadings and unloadings. 
The remaining lives of the tools are also recalculated by subtracting the usage 
amount of the loaded part from the initial tool lives. VVe also calculate the 
completion time of the loaded part, which will in turn become the current time 
on the altered machine, After we finish loading a part, we recalculate the 
non-machining times required lor the unscheduled parts on this altered machine 
and calculate the index M 1pm f b<' unscheduled parts on this machine. Later 
on, we calculate the index Plpm <>1 the unscheduled [larts on their preferred 
machines to choose the part to !)(' loaded. We repeat this procedure unl.il all 
parts a.re scheduled.
We can illustrate this stage step by step as follows:
• ST E P  3 . 1 : Since initially all the tool maga.zines are empty, there is no 
dilTerence between the machines, for each j)a.rt calculate the index Plpm 
and select the part with the highest PJpm to load on the first machine.
• STE P 3 .2 : After loading of a part is completed, calculate the remaining 
lives of the tools currently loaded on the rnaga.zine.
• ST E P  3.3: For each unaltered machine recalculate the average 
processing time, p,„,.
• ST E P  3.4: For each unscheduled part on the altered machine,
-  ST E P  3.4.1: Find the number of |)arts that can be processed by 
the currently loaded tools for each operation.
-  STE P 3 .4 .2 : If tlie whole batch can be |)iocessed, then no non­
machining time is required. However, if it is not possible to complete 
the whole batch, then the non-machining time required should be 
calculated.
-  ST E P  3.4.3: Find the additional number of tools required to 
complete the batch.
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— ST E P  3.4.4: If l.liero is o'mpiy slot (mi the juagaziiie, then load the 
re((uired tool to the om|)ty slot, a.nd add the loa.diiig time to the 
non-machining time of the part.
— ST E P  3.4.5: If there is no empty slot, then find the tool that has 
the shortest remaining tool life and that is not required by the part 
under consideration. Later, uidoad that tool and loa.d the required 
tool for the operation. Add the time spent for this operation to the 
non-machining time of the ])art.
— STE P 3 .4 .6 : Add the l.otal time required for tool replacements to 
the non-niachining time of the part.
• ST E P  3 .5 : For tlie Rrst time calculate the index A://,,,,, for all machines 
in order to clioose the |)referred machine for eacli unscheduled part. 
However, after the first iteration, tfie index M Ipm should be calculated 
for only the altered machine, since it will not change for the unaltered 
ma.chines.
• STE P 3 .6 : After calculating the index Plpm on the preferred macliine 
for each part, load tlie part with the maximum index va.lue to its preferred 
machine.
• STE P 3.7: If a.ny tool with r<'ma.ining life greater tha.n zero, but smaller 
tlia.n min {Upij} is to be removed, determine the operations using this 
tool.
— ST E P  3.7.1: If any scheduled part during tlie period of usage of 
this tool is tard}', calculate I,he total cost gain for each operation tor 
which the waste amount can be used. Else, calculate tlie tota.l time 
gain for each o[)eration for which tlie waste amount can be used.
— ST E P  3.7.2: Find the o|)(ira.tion which will result in the largest 
gain in terms of tlie criterion considered and allocate the waste 
amount to that operation.
— ST E P  3.7.3: Recalculate the completion times of the parts 
scheduled after this |)art.
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• ST E P  3.8: Remove Uie last .sdiecliiled pari, froiii I,lie uiiscliecluled set, 
a.iid turn ba.ck to STI4I’ 3 . 2  until all parts a.re scheduled.
At this stage of our algorithm, we find an initial scliedule that aims to 
minimize the total cost. An im|)ortant characteristic of this sta.ge is that tlie 
tcA'diuess cost is considered as a part of the objective function for the first 
time to our knowledge. Two dilfeix'iit indices arc used throughout this stage, 
one for determining the ])referred machine and one for determining the part to 
be loaded. During the scheduling, one |)art is loaded at a time dynamically so 
that the non-machining times required for each unscheduled part is recalculated 
after each loading. After a pai t is loaded to a machine, the only calculation 
done related with the unaltered machines is the ca.lculation of the average 
processing time. However, for the a.ltered machine, the non-ma,chining time 
for each part is recalculated since l.lie cuncnt status of the magazine changes. 
Another characteristic of this scheduling stage is that it tries to eliminate waste 
tool usa.ge. Wlienever a tool with remaining life smaller than a lower usable 
limit, which is the minimum usage amount of that tool by any oj)eration, is 
removed from tlie rmigazine, tin; Ix'st alternative is investigated where this 
waste amount can be used to speed u|) tlie o|)eration to decrease the total cost.
The sequence found at this stage will be the input of the last sta.ge of our 
algorithm, where we will try to reduce our total cost more by speeding up the 
operations. At the final sta.ge we will only shift the starting times to the left 
to decrease the total production cost.
3.6 Final Schedule
Tire last stage of our algorithm is related with scheduling of parts with 
controllable processing times. In the previous sta.ge we assume that the 
machining times are fixed according to their governing machining conditions 
selected at the first stage. However, at this stage this assumption is no more 
valid a.nd the machining times of the operations can be crashed with their
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associa.(,ed nonlinear cosí, within tlui allowable range. 'I'liis section will consists 
of two subsections, one explaining how the machining tinies can be controlled, 
and one explaining the algorithm of this stage.
3.6.1 Controllable Machining Times
As we mentioned in Chapter 2 , most ol l.lte litera.ture on controlla.ble processing 
times assume that the processing times can be controlled with a linear cost. 
However, in our study the processing times can be controlled via cither the 
cutting speed or the feed ra.tc with (,heir associated nordinear cost. We choose 
the adding speed as our controllable variable. The nonlinear relation between 
the total manufacturing cost and the cutting speed ca.n be seen in figure 
3 . 1 . 'I'he total manufacturing cost is tlie sum of maclnning, non-machining 
and tooling costs. The maclnning cost is the cost of operating the system 
when a pa.rt is being processed, whereas the non-machining cost is the cost of 
operating the system for non-machining events. 'I'he tooling cost is the cost of 
actual tool usa.ge. The convexil.y of tlie total manufacturing time and the total 
manufacturing cost is proven in A|)pendix C.
The processing time is the sum ol all the machining and non machining 
time components, and they cannot be changed in a limith'ss range. Akturk 
and Avci (1996) prove that at least one ol tlie surface roughness and machine 
power constraints is binding at ojitimaJity for SMOP. 'riiiis, any interior point 
of iigure 3 . 2  will give a higher jirocessing time value than the ones Ijdng on the 
boundaries. Thus, the machining conditions should always be set to a. point 
on the boundary of the feasilile region. The portion of the boundary, where 
the processing times can be controlletl, is called the eflicient frontier and is 
determined according to the operational and tooling paxani'eters.
In order to find out the efficient frontier, we should first find four critical 
( v , /■) pairs. The first pair (n i,/f )  is the machining conditions given as a 
result of the SMOP. The second |)air (('2 , / 2 ) is the one at which both surface 
roughness and machine power constraints are tight. 'Phis pair is given by;
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- h  Jc-Ur
= {Cs! SE)>''‘-"»' ■ (G'„,,/// Pmax)
b —<7 Ib—<7<".
/ 2  =  · {C jH P r n a :,)^  ·
The third pair {vs,/3 ) is tlie one that iniuiinizes the total processing time 
on the surface roughness boundary. In order to find this pa.ir, first we write 
the feed rate in terms of velocity using tlie surface roughness constraint.
/  =: [SEjCs)'’ ' d '' · V
Then we substitute this in tlie proce.ssing time expre.ssion to obtain:
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Figure 4.2: l''(!a..sil)le R.egi
{C./SF)‘/'‘ . <('/'■. ( * · » *  -I- (C./SF)-»- . ^
Later on, we take the derivative of /, with re.spect to v and solve the obtained 
expression for x> to get V3 . Finally, we substitute the value of 03 in tlie equation 
for /  to get /3 .
^  ^  . (c JSEY^''· ■ d'!’' ■
+  ( c , / A T ) - « ‘  · d ^ i~  ■ N .
However, the value of V3 may be greater than tlie value of V2 . Since the 
surfa.ce roughness constraint is tight for velocities u[)to V2 , in tins case V3 is 
meanijigless, in other words, it is inh'asible.
The last pair (v4 , / i )  i.s the one that minimizes the total processing time 0 11
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(.he macliine power boundary. In oi'dei· l.o fmd this pair, iirsi, we wri(,e tlie feed 
rale in Icnns of velocily using Uie ma.chine power consi.raiul.
,/■ = (P P,„a ■ d'-t .
Then we subslitule this in the processing time expression to get;
ttDL
La.ter on, we take the derivative of i witli respect to e, to hud tC):
P j  c ( o - l ) - 6(;3- l ) '
dL ttDL
dv 1 2  
(  b — c
■ · d·'^  ■
-t- ian/HPna:,:)-^^^ ' ■
-b{ft — 1 ) +  c(o' — 1 ) ca-6/5"
------------------------------------------- -- y c
If both {b/c — 1) and (c(o· — I) -  b{ft — l ) ) /c  are uonnegative, not 
simultaneously being zero, processing time will be a si.ric.tly increasing function 
of the velocity. I'lius, the machine power constraint will not be active.
If both {b/c — 1 ) and (c(o; — 1 ) — b(P — i ) ) /c  are nonpositive, not 
sinndtaneously being zero, processing time will be a strictly decreasing function 
of veloci(.y. However, this case is impossil)le, since a· > /:(, (cv — !) /( /?  — 1 ) > 1 .
If one of {b/c — 1) and (c(n' - 1) — b{/l — l) ) /c  is positive a.nd the other is 
negative, there is a pair {v^, f,\) wliere it gives the minimum total processing 
time. V4 can be solved by setting the derivative to zero and J,[ can be obtained 
by substituting the value of v,\ into the equation for / .
However, the value of w,| may be smaller than the value of U2 . Since 
the machine [)ower constraint is tight for velocities over 1)2 , in tins case rcj 
is meaningless, in other words, it is infeasible.
Hence, if we gather all of these, we end iq) with ten different classes for the 
operations, categorized under two main headings:
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A  - T yp e  Classes {v2 < v-.^ ):
If ei flier
• h/c < [ and i>2 > v,\ 
or
• 6/c > 1 and {a — — .1) > h/c
or
• b/c > I caud {a — ( ) / ( / ? — i) < b/c and V2 > v,i 
then
The efFicienf frontier : (i>i, /|) to (v2 ·,/2 ) 
else either
• b/c < 1 and V2 < V4 
or
• b/c> 1 and {a — ! ) / ( / ? — 1) < b/c and V2 < n,| 
then
The efficient frontier ; ivy, J\) to (n,|,/,|)
B - T y p e  Classes ( ^ 2  > V:i):
If either
b/c < 1 and i>2 > V4
or
• b/c > 1 and (cr — l)/(/if — 1) > b/c 
or
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• h f c >  I  and (cv — !) /( /?  — 1) <  b/c and V2 >  n-i 
l.lien
The elTicient, fronUer : {>’3^/3)
else eitlicr
• h/c <  [ a.iid V2 <  
or
• h/c> 1 and (a — !) /( /?  — I ) < b/c and x>2 < n,i 
then
Tlie eflicient frontier : { v \ , f [ )  to (n.·,,/;,) and { v 2 , / 2)  to (n,|,/,|)
For the last two classes of B - 'i'yj^e, tlie efficient frontier is found to be 
discontinuous. Due to the discontinuity, some points in the second part might 
liave a liigher value in terms of the total processing time, than the ones in the 
first part. Thus, in order to iind the relevant range of the second part, the value 
of the processing time at {vs,/3 ) can be calculated and then the expression for 
t for the second part can be solved to find a value foi· i;, called U5 . If the value 
of U5 is smaller than U2 , fb ci fbe second part starts from (t;2 , / 2 ), otherwise the 
/ 5  value corresponding to Ur, is found and th<; second |)art starts from (1 )5 , / 5 ).
As a result of this classification, we find the ranges in which we can reduce 
the processing times. Since the cost associated with reducing tlie processing 
times is nonlinear, we will do piecciwise linearization. We get a. fixed stej) size for 
the cutting speed, and divide the ('.(ficii'iit (rontier into [lieces of ecpial velocit}'  ^
range. If the last remaining jiiece has a sliorter cutting speed range than the 
step size, we will add it to the previous ])iece, otherwise we will consider it as 
a single piece.
After doing the piecewise linearization, we will find an index for each piece. 
This index shows us the oiiportunity cost of gaining from tardiness cost. Tlie 
index Tipis is defined as:
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77 pi.4
АТС
-A l l -
к
where
те = Q„ · {a ,  · + {C\ +
and
I- — Ln,,i, "b · /.,.j
АТС  shows us the increase in tlie tota.1 ma.nufa.cturing cost consisting of 
the machining and non-machining and tooling costs as expressed above, wlien 
we crash the processing times. Since {vi, Ji) is the optinium solution for the 
total manufacturing cost due to SMOP calculations, an}' Ье 1) рз'г other than 
(ei, / , ) will give a higher total manufacturing cost value. At represents tlie total 
gain in the processing time as a rcisidt ol the crasliing. The macliining time is a 
strictly decreasing function of cutting speed, whereas the non-machining time 
is a strictly increasing function. Hence, a convex function of cutting speed is 
obtained for the tota.1 processing time that gives its minimum at either one 
of the three pairs (’ 'з,./з) 'ii'd (ai,/,i). The relation between these
time compoiKUits a.nd the cutting s|)eed can be seen in figure 3.3. Therefore 
there exists a trade-off between the total ma.ntifad.uring cost and the total 
processing time. In order to decrease the total processing time we have to incur 
an additional manufacturing cost due to an increase in the non-machining and 
tooling costs. The above portion of tlie proposed index shows the increase in 
the total manufacturing cost for tin; time gain in tlie processing time. Whereas 
the below portion of the index shows the total gain in terms of tardiness cost, 
when a unit reduction in the total pi ocessing time of that operation is achieved.
After calculating the index for each j)iece of every operation, we choose the 
most beneficial operation, that is the one with the smallest Tipis value. Small
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Figure 3.3; M'iiiK'.s versus C!uU,iug Speed 
Tims value means that a unit gain in tardiness cost can i)e a.cliieved witli less*-pis
cost.
After clioosing (.lie most iieiK'iicial operation, if we have enougii slack of 
the required tool to speed up the operation, we cra.sh its processing time and 
reschedule the· machine on wiiidi tlie part is initiali,y scheduled at the tliird 
stage, using the fixed sequence obtained as a result of tlie third sta.ge.
If we do not have enough slack ol the required tool to speed up the operation, 
we consider the alternative tools to perform the same operation. If we have 
aii}'^  gain in processing time when we use the alternative tool, we calculate a 
very similar index (,o denotc'd as /177,,,:, as follows:
Crcuu-Tciiii)
____ { a^lt ~’ Uni)__
pt
k
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where TCait t'lie total cost of manufacturing the operation using the 
a.lterna.tive tool a.ncl TCini fh('. tol.al cost of ina.nura.cturing the operation 
using the primary tool. Similarly, /„u shows the total processing time of the 
a.lternative tool ami is the total proex s^sing time of the primary tool.
The above part of the index shows us the additional cost incurred for unit 
time gain in tlie proce.ssing time wIkui alternative tool is used, and the below 
part of the index shows us the total gain in tardiness cost when a. unit reduction 
in the processing time of the o|)eration is achieved. If this index has a value 
less tha.n one, then we a.llow l)a.tch splil.ting and ca.lcula,te the amount of parts 
tha,t can be piocessed b}' the [niinary tool a.nd juocess the remaining parts 
with the a.lterna.tive tool.
We will give tlie steps of the a.lgorithm in the following subsection.
3.6.2 Algorithm
After the operations are classified into classes according to their operational 
a.nd tooling parameters, we try to find opportunities such that we can gain in 
terms of tlie tota.l cost. The ste|)s of our algorithm for this stage can be stated 
as follows:
• ST E P  4.1: For every |>art-o()eiation pair, detennine the class of the 
o])eration a.nd calculate tlie limit values for Vpij and using the class 
information.
• STE P 4 .2 : Divide the range for the allowable speed rates into equal 
pieces, using piecewise linearization technique.
— ST E P  4.2.1: If tlu' last piece is less than the half of the linearization 
step value, a.dd that piece to the j^revious |)iece. Else, consider it as 
a separate piece.
— ST E P  4 .2 .2 : For each piece calculate the total additional cost, 
time gain and the index 77,,,:.,.
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— STE P 4.2,3: Sort ilie (riplos (/>,z,,s) in decreasing order of l.lieir 
■Llpi,, values l,o find llie one vvldcli has the greatest value.
• ST E P  4.3: If the part and operation of the adjacent triples are the same, 
consider the last one in tlie list, else turn back to the. |)ievious tri|)le.
• ST E P  4.4: If there is enougli slack of tlie required tool to meet tlie 
increased usage due to higher velocity, recalculate the total macliining 
and setup time for the [)art of tins tiiple.
• ST E P  4.5: Find the ma.chin(' to which the pa.rt is scheduled in the initial 
scliedule, and reschedule that machine using the same sequence obtained 
in the initial schedule.
• ST E P  4.6: After removing all considered triples from the list, recalculate 
the Tipis values for the remainijig ones.
• ST E P  4.7: If no triple is selected to be scheduled, then consider 
alternative tool usage.
• ST E P  4.8: If alterna.tive tool usage is beneficial, then repeat the steps 
starting from 4.3 to 4.6.
Finally, we find a. schedvde tha.t reduces tlie total cost, as a result of crashing 
the processing times. This stage does not only consider crashing the processing 
times, but also considers the alternative tool usage and batch splil.ting. An 
important feature of this stage is that the processing times can be cicished 
with a. nonlinear cost and, therefore a piecewise lineariza.tion is used. It is also 
stated that the range in which tlie |)rocessing times can be crashed is dependent 
on the. operation and tool parameters. Whenever there is not enough slack of 
the primaiy tool for the corresponding increase due to the higher cutting speed, 
we consider alternative tool usage. Wltile considering tlie alternative tool, we 
try to process as many of the i)arts.,as possible by tlieir primary tool and then 
process the remaining ones with the alteriurtive tool if it is beneficial.
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3.7 Summary
la this chapter, after giving the (lefiuition of the problem and the underlying 
assumptions, we presented our proposed algorithm in detail. The proposed 
algorithm to solve the problem formidated as l)elow consisted of four main 
stages, i.e. tool allocation, o|)eration gathering, initia.1 schedule, and final 
schedule, whose flow cliarts weix; presented in Appendix B. In the first stage, 
the tool allocation and machining conditions selection problems were solved. 
In the second stage, operation gathering possibilities were searched to reduce 
the non-machining times as a result of the tool sharing. An initial schedule was 
prepared in the third stage with the goal of minimizing total cost with fixed 
|)roccssing times taken as a resuil. of the first two stages. And finally, in the 
fourth stage, a better solution was searched by crashing the processing times 
and considering the alternative (,ool usage. At this stage, each operation had a. 
different range in which it could be crashed due to its own and tool parameters, 
and the additional cost of the ( rashing was nonlijiear.
The joint problem of tool management and part scheduling can be 
formulated mathematically as follows:
Minimize ^  (3.J- X ] X  Qp-Ujnj.X 
ie./ vePieip
+ c .  E  E  {Qp-tvipjn H" pm ) 
тем peF
+ X  Wp'LRp
peP
PCJ
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Subject to:
• Tool Assignment Constraints:
Y ^  X p i j  =  1, for evei y i G  Ip , p  G  P  
je-J
f Vpi]) ■ "^ pij ~ b
j£ J
• Tool Availability Constraints:
X ]  Q p - X p i j - C p i j  <  N j ,  for every j  G  J  
pePiei,,
• Tool Life Constraints:
X p i j  · U p i j . p p i j  <  1, for every p  G  P ,  i G  j  G  J
• Macliiiic Power Constrainis:
X p i j X C n - v l i j - f p i y d l i  <  i l  f o r  (П Ч 'Г У  p  G  / ^  i. G  / , „  j  G  J
• Surface P,ougl]ne.ss Con.s(,raiiil,s :
Xpij-Cs.vliyfXJpi < SFpi, foi· every p  G  T, г G  Ip,  j  G  J
• Maclrine Hour Availability Constraints:
X  .{Qp.ljrij, +  tSp) <  cap,n, for every rn G  M 
peP
• Sclieduling Constraints:
'5p T Qp-Впр -|- ¿Sp — TRp < BDj,, for every p G  P
Sp Sr ^ C^ r-Bp^ r T B$r (C -|- I^ pd'Pip 3" I'Sr^ -Ppr, lor every p,v G  P
Sr Sp ^ Qp-BPp T (C -| ( y - | -  /..s,.).( l Ppr), lor every p,v G  P
• Nonnegativity and Integiality Constraints:
^’pO> f p i j l  C p i j , S p  >  0  , Aipij,  Upr G { 0 , l }
for every p, r G P, i G /p, i  G  ./
In the above nonlinear MIP formulation, the ol)jective function is composed 
of tooling, operational and tardiiuiss costs, resj)ectively. The operational cost 
is the sum of total machining a.nd non-machining costs.
The first set of constraints re|)resents the opejational constraints which 
guarantee that each operation is assigned to a single tool type of its candidate 
tools set. The second set of constraints ensures that total tool requirements 
does not exceed the amount of tools on hand. The third set of constraints 
guarantees that machining time of an oi)eration does not exceed available 
tool life. The next two soTs represent usual machining operation constraints.
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The macliine power cojistraiiit ensures iliat madiiue tool operates without 
being subject to any damage and the surface rougliiiess presents the quality 
requiremeut on tlie part. The sixtii set of constraints ensures that total time 
recpiired to manufacture the |)arts on a machine does not exceed available 
machine hour capacity. Finally, the last set of constraints ensures the due 
date relations and non-interference constraints between the parts. The first 
type of constraints in this set re|)iesents that the f)a.rts should meet some 
predetermined due dates. The second and the tliird types of the constraints in 
this set ensure tliat a machine can ijrocess at most one pa.rt at a. time.
In the next chapter, we will discuss the results of the experimental design 
of our algorithm.
Chapter 4
Experimental Design
1 1 1 this c)ia.pl.er we test the eiiicieiicy of tlie algorithm hy comparing the 
performance measure values o( the pro[)osed algoritlmi by the values of some 
existing algorithms in the literature. All of the algorithms a.re coded in the 
G language and compiled with Gnu G compiler. The IP formulations in the 
first stage of the proposed algorithm are solved using callable library routines 
of CPLEX MIP solver on a, Sjiarc station 1 0  under SunOS 5 .4 .
The experimental setting is explained and the algorithms that we compare 
our proposed algorithm witli are described in §4.1. The experimental results 
are presented and discussed in §4.2. 4'he ANOVA residts are given in §4 ..3 , and 
riiially a brief summary is provided in the last section.
4.1 Experimental Setting
There are seven experimental factors that can affect the eiliciency of our 
algorithm, which are listed in Table 4.1. The experimental design is a ‘i ’ full- 
factorial design as there are seven factors with two levels each. (540 different 
randomly generated runs are obtained since five replications are taken for each 
combination.
55
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Fa.ctois Definition Level 1 Level 2
A Number of Ma.chines
B Number of Pcu ts 30 50
C
D
M agaz i ne Cai) aci ty
'Ibol Availability
1 0
80%
20
Number of Tool Types 1 0 20
G
Due Date 'riglitness Tight Loose
Tooling Cost UN ~  [0.8,1.2] UN ~  [1.2,1.8]
Table 4.1: Experimental Factors
Five performance measures are used lor comparison purposes, which are 
tooling, operational, tardiness and total ])ioduction costs, and run time. The 
tooling cost is the total cost of tool usage in the system. The operational cost 
is the sum of machining and non-machining time costs, i.e. the total cost of 
operating the CNC machines. The tardijiess cost is the total weighted cost of 
the parts that are tardy. And, the total production cost is the sum of these 
three cost terms. Finally, the run time is the computation time in seconds.
The experimental factors can be briefly explained as follows:
• The number of machines determines the size of the system. As the 
number of machines increases, the scheduling decision becomes n\ore 
important.
• The number of parts affect the product mix and load of the shop floor. 
This factor is certain to affect all the costs and the computation time.
• The magazine capacity whicli is identical for each machine, determines 
the number of tools that can be loaded simultaneously to the machine. 
It affects the actual setup time re(|uired for the parts. •
• The fourth factor specifies the tightness of the tool availability constraint. 
The number of available tools on hand is taken as 80% and 120% of 
the required amount of tools for each tool type at low and high levels.
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respectively.
• The fifth factor is the miml>cr of tool types. As tlie number of tool types 
increases, the operation-tool assignment alternatives increase.
• 'f'he sixtii factor is used to (let<u'mine the clue cla.tes of the parts. In 
the tight case, cluc! dates are laiidomly generated in tlie first half of the 
estimated makespan, whereas in the loose case, due dates are distributed 
in a wider ra.nge. The estimated makes|)an, MS, is calculated by dividing 
the sum of processing times of the |)arts try the numirer of niachines. In 
the tight case, tlui due dafes are chosen from the interval UN ~  [0.1 · 
MiS, 0 . 5  ■ MS], whereas, in tin' loose case, diur dates are chosen from the 
interval UN ~  [0 . 2  · 717A,0.8 · /17A], where UN stands for the uniform 
distribution.
• Finally, the seventh factor is the tooling cost, which is likely to affect 
operation tool assignments and the crashing decisions at the final sta.ge.
The parameters of the system are generated as follows;
• System related parameters, C,-, — $0.5/?/).гп., IJ E,nax =  5 h.p.
• Operation related para.met('is. Dpi and Lpi are selected randoody from 
the interval UN ~  [1.5,2.5] and UN ~  [5,7] res|)ectively.
• Batch sizes are selected from a discrete distribution with jrrobability mass 
function,
[ 0.3 , Q =  fO 
1я{я) =  ] 0.3 , Q =  15 
 ^ 0.3 , Q =  20
• Number of operations per part is chosen from an integer interval UN
13,5).
• Tardiness weights of the parts are chosen from the integer interval UN
(i.-il·
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• OperalioD-tool assigimienl. ma(,rix is a clusi,ered inairix, where Uie last 
operation of each pa.rt is tak('n t.o fui finishing operation whereas the 
rema.ining o|)era.tions to l>e rongliing opera.tions. •
• The values of SFMpi and d,,,; are r<’ila.ted with tlu'. assignment matrix. 
For ronghiug operations, SElVfpi -- UN ~  [300,500] and dpi = UN ~  
[0.2,0.3], and for the finishing o|)era.tion, SEMpi — UN '  ^ [30,70] and 
dpi =  UN ~  [0.025,0.075].
3.'# a ft 7 c,· b c e c m (J h 1 c.
7\ 4.0 1.40 1.16 40960000 0.91 0.78 0.75 2.394 -1.52 1.004 0.25 204020
7’2 4.3 l.GO 1.20 37015056 0.96 0.70 0.71 1.637 -1.60 1.005 0.30 259500
Ts 3.7 1.30 1.10 13767340 0.90 0.75 0.72 2.315 -1.45 1.015 0.25 202010
T i 3.7 1.28 1.05 11001020 0.80 0.75 0.70 2.415 -1.63 1.052 0.30 205740
n 4.1 1.20 1.05 48724925 0.80 0.77 0.69 2.545 -1.69 1.005 0.40 204500
n 4.1 1.30 1.10 57225273 0.87 0.77 0.69 2.213 -1.55 1.005 0.25 202220
7V 3.7 1.30 1.05 13767340 0.83 0.75 0.73 2.321 -1.63 1.015 0.30 203500
Ts 3.8 1.20 1.05 23451637 0.88 0.83 0.72 2.321 -1.55 1.016 0.18 213570
79 4.2 1.65 1.20 56158018 0.90 0.78 0.65 1.706 -1.54 1.104 0.32 211825
3.8 1.20 1.05 23451637 0.81 0.75 0.72 2.298 -1.55 1.016 0.18 203500
'J\i 4.0 1.30 1.06 39870000 0.94 0.76 0.70 2.267 -1.58 1.007 0.28 206570
7i2 4.2 1.50 1.15 38025056 0.92 0.72 0.69 1.984 -1.63 1.003 0.31 264800
T is 3.7 1.28 1.08 14267340 0.95 0.71 0.65 2.215 -1.42 1.013 0.24 213500
T u 3.7 1.26 1.02 12301020 0.82 0.76 0.68 2.355 -1.62 1.048 0.37 204670
Tl5 4.1 1.24 1.03 28724925 0.82 0.80 0.65 2.465 -1.65 1.001 0.32 219000
Ti6 4.1 1.26 1.09 37225273 0.83 0.81 0.62 2.203 -1.58 1.003 0.24 223450
T yi 3.7 1.32 1.07 43767340 0.85 0.73 0.69 2.231 -1.61 1.020 0.26 217860
Tvs 3.8 1.36 1.06 33451637 0.89 0.81 0.70 2.421 -1.60 1.018 0.23 205780
7i9 4.2 1.58 1.18 36158018 0.88 0.76 0.61 1.976 -1.57 1.094 0.21 202125
7'20 3.8 1.14 1.03 25451637 0.84 0.74 0.74 2.318 -1.50 1.008 0.18 217000
Table 4.2: Technological Exponents and (Joelficients of the Available Tools
• The technological coefRcients of the tool types are given in 'Fable 4.2. 
'Fhe first ten rows are used for tlie low case of tlie fifth faetor, a.nd all of 
the tal)le is used for the high case ol the fifth factor.
'Fhe step size, used in lineariza.tion, for the cutting speed is 40.
The experimental design is also applied to five existing algorithms in the 
literature, which are LPT-I, LPT-ll, ARM, APS, and KTNS-CN. The first four
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• Operation-tool assignment matrix is a clusteied matrix, where the last 
opera.tion ol’ each part is ta.k('ii to Ix'. finishing operation whereas the 
remaining operations to he roughing opera.tions.
• The values of SE'Mpi and d,.,; are i('lated with tlie assignment matrix. 
For roughing operations, SEM\n UN ~  [800,500] and c/,„· =  UN ^  
[0.2,0.3], and for the ilnisliing operation, SFMpi — UN ~  [30,70] and 
dpi =  UN -  [0.025,0.075].
T# a 13 7 h c e C’ n h / c , 1
7'i 4.0 1.40 1.16 40960000 0.91 0.78 0.75 2.394 -1.52 1.004 0.25 204620
'J'2 4.3 1.60 1.20 37015056 0.96 0.70 0.71 1.637 -1.60 1.005 0.30 259500
T3 3.7 1.30 1.10 13767340 0.90 0.75 0.72 2.315 -1.45 1.015 0.25 202010
:ti 3.7 1.28 1.05 11001020 0.80 0.75 0.70 2.415 -1.63 1.052 0.30 205740
n 4.1 1.26 1.05 48724925 0.80 0.77 0.69 2.545 -1.69 1.005 0.40 204500
Te 4.1 1.30 1.10 57225273 0.87 0.77 0.69 2.213 -1.55 1.005 0.25 202220
Tj 3.7 1.30 1.05 13767340 0.83 0.75 0.73 2.321 -1.63 1.015 0.30 203500
Ts 3.8 1.20 1.05 23451637 0.88 0.83 0.72 2.321 -1.55 1.016 0.18 213570
n 4.2 1.65 1.20 56158018 0.90 0.78 0.65 1.706 -1.54 1.104 0.32 211825
Tio 3.8 1.20 1.05 23451637 0.81 0.75 0.72 2.298 -1.55 1.016 0.18 203500
Tu 4.0 1.30 1.06 39870000 0.94 0.76 0.70 2.267 -1.58 1.007 0.28 206570
Tn 4.2 1.50 1.15 38025056 0.92 0.72 0.69 1.984 -1.63 1.003 0.31 264800
7i3 3.7 1.28 1.08 14267340 0.95 0.71 0.65 2.215 -1.42 1.013 0.24 213500
Tu 3.7 1.26 1.02 12301020 0.82 0.76 0.68 2.355 -1.62 1.048 0.37 204670
7 15 4.1 1.24 1.03 28724925 0.82 0.80 0.65 2.465 -1.65 1.001 0.32 219000
4.1 1.26 1.09 37225273 0.83 0.81 0.62 2.203 -1.58 1.003 0.24 223450
717 3.7 1.32 1.07 43767340 0.85 0.73 0.69 2.231 -1.61 1.020 0.26 217860
T18 3.8 1.36 1.06 33451637 0.89 0.81 0.70 2.421 -1.60 1.018 0.23 205780
7 i 9 4.2 1.58 1.18 36158018 0.88 0.76 0.61 1.976 -1.57 1.094 0.21 202125
7 20 3.8 1.14 1.03 2.5451637 0.84 0.74 0.74 2.318 -1.50 1.008 0.18 217000
'Fable 4 .2 : 'Feclinological Exponenl,s and (Joeflicients of tlie Available 'Fools
• 'Fhe technological coefficients of the tool types are given in 'Fable 4.2. 
'Fhe first ten rows are used foi' the low case of the fifth factor, a.nd all of 
the table is used for the high case; ol the fifth factor.
4
• 'Fhe step siz.e, used in linearization, for the cutting speed is 40.
'File experimental design is also applied to five existing algorithms in the 
literature, which are LPT-I, LP'F-11, ARM, APS, and KTNS-CN. The first four
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are developed l)y Kim and Yaiio (1995) and I,lie last one is proposed by Askia 
and Stajidridge (1993).
LPT-i and LPT-Il are the algoritlmis in which the part with tlie longest 
|)roccssing time is assigned to the macliiiK' which has tlie minimum load alter 
the part is assigned to it. 'I'he main diileience between tliese two algorithms 
is that the first one ignores tool sharing possiliility lietween the parts and 
therefore uses the constant setup time value calculated at the beginning. 
However, the second algorithm considers actual tool sharing i)ossibility and 
recalculate the setup time requiri'd for each unscheduled part after a part is 
loaded to a machine.
ARM loads tlie unscheduled iiart with the largest T /S value to the machine 
with the largest T /S  value. T /S ratio for a machine is tlie ratio of the 
remaining processing time capacity of tlie machine to the remaining tool 
magazine capacity. T /S  ratio for a part is the ratio of the processing time 
of the part to the number of tool slots required for tlie part. Each part might 
have a. different T /S  ratio for each machine due to tool commonality. The basic 
idea of the ARM selection criterion is that larger items are packed in larger 
bins to achieve a better loarling.
A f’ S loads the part that requires the largest number of tool slots on the 
most preferred machine to that machine. The most preferred machine for a 
part is the one on which minimimi setup time is required.
KTNS-CN removes only as many tools as necessary to make way for the 
next part. The tools removed are those that will not be needed cigain until 
the longest time in the future and loads tlie pact that requires the minimum 
setup time on its most preferred maclune, in other words, the closest neighbour 
to the current status. Crania et al. (1994) prove that minimization of the 
total number of tool switches is NP-liard. However, they also show that, the 
problem of determining the o])timal se(|uence of tool loadings can be modeled 
as a specially structured 0 - 1  linear prograniming problem which can be solved 
polynomicilly, when the job sequence is fixed. Tang and Denardo (1988a, 1988b) 
prove that the common sense rule K'l'NS is optimal for clianging the tool
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magazine when there is a (letermiiiisl.ic change time and all cluinges are due to 
pa,rt mix, ignoring tool changes due to tool wear.
Some common drawbacks ot theses algorithms can be stated as:
• They use only 0-1. type variables when assigning tools to operations, 
although there may be cases where a single operation requires more than 
one tool.
• They do not consider tool lives. 'I'hey assume that any tool can perform 
2 to 4 parts. Their approach can be considered as complete sharing. 
However, this is an unrealistic a])proach, since the tool life of a tool is 
dependent on the machining conditions and it may not be possible for 
each tool to be shared by tlu' parts due to their usage amounts.
• Processing times are assumed to be fixed, chosen from some probabilistic 
distribution. They do not consider the lact that processing times can be 
controllable via either the cutting speed or the feed rate.
• They do not consider altcrnalive tool assignments for the operations.
In order to make these algorithms compara.l)le with our proposed algorithm, 
we modify them to consider dui)licatc tooling cUid actual tool lives.
4.2 Experimental Results
The overall results of tlie algorithms are summarized through Table 5 . 2  to 
Table 4.7. The tables show the minimum, a.verage and the maximum values 
for the performance measures for all of the algorithms along with the best 
and worst instances for each algoiithm. I'br each factor, level 1  and level 2  
are represented by 0 and 1, respectively. In these tables, since our proposed 
algorithm first finds an initial schedule and then finalize the schedule via 
the controllable processing times, we present two columns of residts for our 
proposed algorithm, namely initial and final.
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Tooling C osí Minimum
Ll'T-1
LPT-1I
ARM
APS
KTNS-CN
INITIAL
INNAL
107.!)
(0000100)
77.;i
(0 0 1 0 1 0 0 )
60.5
(0 0 1 0 1 0 0 )
7T7
(0010100 )
61.7
(0010100)
58.6
(00111 LO)
78.2
(OOIOI10)
A v e n ig c
182.1
155.0
145.7
152.6
146.6
143.3
192.3
Maximum
303.5
(0 1 0 0 0 0 1 )
281.1
( 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 )
282.6
(0 1 0 1 0 0 1 )
285.6
(1101001)
293.2
(0101001)
276.1
(0101001)
363.3
(lio 10 0 1)
Table 4.3: Comparison of l.lie l.olal tooling costs of algorithms
In Table 5 .2 , the tooling costs of the algorithms are smumarized. The 
initial stage of our jrroposed algorithm gives the minimum average tooling 
cost, v'hereas the final stage gives the maximum average tooling cost. The 
reason why it gives the minimum al. the initial stage is tliat all |)ossible tool 
sharing possibilities are evaluated. However, at the final stage, in order to gain 
in terms of total cost, we increase tool i.isage which in turn results in higher 
tooling cost. LPT-I gives the highest l.ooling cost among the other algorithms, 
since it does not consider tool sltaring alteinatives. Among tlic others, ARM 
shows tlie best performance for this |)erformance jneasure.
Tlie factor combination of (1101001) gives the maximum tooling cost over 
all of the combinations, bi this factor combination, factors A, 0, D and C are 
at their level 2 values whereas tiu' factors (!, K and I*' are at tiu'ir level 1 values. 
As the number of mcicliines and the number of parts increase, the magnitude 
of the problem increases, and hence the tooling cost increases. As the tool 
availability increases, there are more possibilities to crash the processing .times 
in the final stage. Finally, the unit tool cost is the main cleterminaiit of total
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Operational Cost Mininuun Average Maxirnuin
LPT-1 937.7
(1010000)
1,423.1 2009.0
(0100101)
LPT-n 941.4
( 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 )
1420.8 2097.3
(0100101)
ARM 937.4
( 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 )
1432.8 2102.0
(0 1 0 0 1 0 1 )
APS 933.5
( 1010010)
1451.2 2096.3
( 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 )
KTNS-CN 946.3
( 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 )
1440.4 2083.9
( 1100101)
INriTAL 898.0
(0 0 1 1 0 0 0 )
1383.7 2009.1
(1100011)
I-'INAL 8S8.7
(0 0 1 1 0 0 0 )
1379.7 2017.3
(0100010)
Table 4.4: Comparison of the operational costs of algorithms
tooling cost. Therefore, a.s the unit tool cost increases, total tooling cost also 
increases. When the due dates aie tight, there are more cases to be considered 
in the final stage.
In Table 4.4, the operational costs are given. When we interpret these 
values, we see that our proposed algorithm results in the minimum average 
operational cost. Since the operational cost is the sum of machining and non- 
machining time costs and our algorillmi tries to minimize the non-machining 
time, it results in lower operational cost. The final stage of our algorithm 
seems to reduce the operational cost on Uie average, but there are also cases 
where the operational cost increases. In terms of the operational cost, LPT-II 
performs the best, and APS performs tlie worst, among the others. The poor 
perfonnance of APS is malidy du<' l.o the lack ol considcraXion of j)rocessiiig 
times in the assignment ol parts to the machines.
dable 4.5 shows the tardiness costs for the algorithms. The proposed 
algorithm has the minimum average tardiness cost which is far below the 
tardiness costs of other algorithms. This is mainly because the tardiness cost
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Tcuxliness C ohI, Minimum | AvcM'agc Maximum
L1»T-I
LPT-Il
ARM
APS
KTNS-CN
INITIAL
FINAL
3788.0
(lOIOOIl)
3797.9
(1010011)
3865.1 
(lOlOOlI)
1926.0
(1010011)
2134.5
(1010011)
1118.4 
(lOLlOIl)
1023.0
( 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 )
18448.6
18413.8
18876.1
13778.9
14504.7
9735.9
9518.5
52229.0
(OlOOIOI)
52034.2
(0 1 0 0 1 0 1 )
52200.3
(0 1 0 1 1 0 1 )
51698.9
(0 1 0 0 1 0 0 )
53273.0
(0 1 0 1 1 0 1 )
51046.3
(0 1 1 0 0 0 0 )
49925.9
(0110000)
Tal)lc 4.5: Conmarison of l.lio l.ai (liiic.s,s cosLs ol "algoriUim.s
i.s iiol, a portion of the objective function for the other algorithms. APS and 
KTNS-CN perform the second and the third best, rcispectively, in terms of the 
tardiness cost. ARM is the one that performs tlie w'orst.
In Table 4.6, the total production costs are presented. Again, tlie best 
average performance is acliieved l),y the |)ro|)osed algorithm. Among the other 
algorithms, APS and KTNS-CN outperform the others.
And finally, in Table 4.7, tlie run times of the algorithms are compared. 
The data provided under the iinal lieading show's tlie additional time reipiired 
over the initial stage. The fastest of the algorithms is LPT-I as expected since 
it does tlie setup time calculation oidy at the beginning and uses the same value 
throughout the steps of the algorithm. However, all the algorithms recalculate 
the setup times at each iteration. The ¡noposed algorithm does not work as 
slow as expected. The initial stage of the algorithm work on avera.ge speed, 
whereas the final stage has the largest average run time.
As a summary, tlie average pei formance of the proposed algorithm in terms
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'Jbtal Cost Minimum Average Maximum
LF'J'-I 4897.977
(lOIOOIl)
19953.79 54283.14
(Üİ0010I)
LP'r-ll 4899.0!)8
(1010011)
19889.56 54534.86
(0100101)
ARM 4939.943 
(lOIOOlI)
20064.53 53927.74
(0100100)
APS 2969.856
(1010011)
15.382.74 53718.89
(0101101)
KTNS-CN 3203.132
(1010011)
16041.82 55192.24
(0101101)
INITIAL 2181.366
(1011011)
11262.92 53106.92
(0110000)
FINAL 2107.457
( 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 )
11090.53 52022.48
(0 1 1 0 0 0 0 )
Tal)le 4.6: Com[)a.rison of the total costs of algoritlmis
of the costs is better tbau tlic algorithms used in the literature, but for the 
averagp run time our proi)osed algoritlmi is not the fastest, but also is not 
tlie slowest. Among the existing algorithms, APS and KTNS-(JN is better 
tlian the otliers in terms of a.verage perforjnance. The performa.nce of the 
other three algorithms a.re very close to each other. Also when we look at 
the instances where each algorithm gives tlie minimum and the maximum cost 
values, we see that they almost give' tho;se values at tlie same instances. Another 
observation about these instances is that the total production cost and the 
tardiness cost take their extreme values at the same instances. This shows us 
that the tardiness cost is dominating the other costs.
We prepare the tables that show the ]ierformance of the system for low and 
high va.lues of ea.ch fa.ctor, in ordei· to .s('e the eifects o( tlu' experimental lactors 
on the system iierformance. We will summarize the results in the rest of this 
section.
Number of Machines and Due Date Tightness
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Run Time Miniiniiin Average M¿ixiinuin
LPT-I 0.4'l
(OOi1000)
0.97 2 . 1:5
(1101101)
LPT-11 0.50
(1011011)
1.10 2.40
(01lOOOl)
ARM 0.55
(1011001)
Lis'··“· 2.12
(0101101)
APS 0 .5 : 1
(0011000)
1.28 :3.09
(1111100)
Kd;NS-CN 0.50
(0000010)
I. .‘32 3.14
(1111101)
INITIAL O.'IO
(tool Off)
1.19 3.y7
(1100110)
PINAL o.;i5
(1011000)
0.97 2.98
(1100110)
Table 4.7: CompaiÍHon of the n.m times of algorithms
As we investigate the tables in Appendix 1) we see that, due date tightness 
has no effect on tlie tooling cost for the algorithms except our proposed 
algorithms and APS. However, even for tliese algorithms its effect is not 
significant. The reason for this situation is that the tools are assigned 
to operations without considering tiu' due date information. Therefore, 
the governing machining conditions are set ijulependent of the due date 
information.
When the number of machines increases, the tooling cost increases for all 
the algorithms except LFT-I. 'I'ool sharing opportunities decrease when there 
are more machines. Since the rc(|uiied tools for a. part may be iji use on another 
machine, this will prevent tool sharing and will increase the tooling cost. The 
reason why this factor is not effective for LPT-I is that tliere is no tool sharing 
between the parts.
When we consider the operational cost, due date tightness is again not 
effective for tlie algorithms except our pro|)osed algorithms and APS. The 
reason is that due date information is not used in the assignment of parts to
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machines in the other algorithms. Wlieii the clue dates are loose, it will be 
j)ossible to reduce the non-machiniug times, and hence the operationa.1 cost. 
However, when the due dates ar<' tight, in order to reduce the tardiness cost 
we might ha.ve to incur a.dditional nou-machining time which will increase our 
operational cost.
As the number of machines increases, the operational cost also increases 
for the initial stage of our pro])osed algorithm, APS and KTNS-CN, whereas 
it decreases for tire remaining ones. The reason wliy this factor affects the 
operationaf cost in both ways is that, it affects the uon-rnachining time in two 
different ways. When tire number of machines increases, there will be more tool 
loading l)eca.use of reduced tool shar ing b(d;ween [rarts, but a.t the same time 
there will be less tool replacing since the cumulative tool magazine capacity 
increases.
The final stage of our proposed algorithm is more effective in decreasing the 
operational cost with resjrect to the' initial stage when there are more macliines 
and the due dates are loose.
Both of the factors affect the. tardinciss and hence the total cost directly. 
Both cost terms decrease as the flue dates become loose and the number of 
rn aclri n es i ncreases.
The highest iiirprovement of our algoritlrnr over the others is achieved when 
there are fewer machines and due dates are loose. In tins case it will be possible 
to decrea.se the tardiness cost with a good heuristic. However, if the due dates 
are too tight, then some amount of tardiness cost will be inevitable and this 
will reduce tlie improvement acliicvcd by the proposed algorithm.
Magazine Capacity and Tool Availability
By using the tables re|)resented in Appendix hi, we can sa.y that the tooling 
cost decreases as either magazine ca])acity or tool avciilability increases. As 
tool availability increases, the chance that eacli operation will be performed by 
its least expensive alternative tool increases. As magazine capacity increases.
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the chance of tool sliaring between (.lie j:)a.rts increases. Hence, tlie tooling 
cost decreases. However, for LPT-1 this result is not valid, since it does not 
consider tool sharing and all of th<' re(|tiired paraiueters are determined at the 
beginning.
When the tool availability is high, the increase in the tooling cost in the 
final sta.ge witli respect to the initial stage is also increased, since there are 
more possibilities of crashing the processing times using more tools. However, 
this will result in lower total costs due to the increased solution flexibility.
Similar remarks can be done al)out the operational cost. As the tool 
availability and/or magazine capacil.y increase, the operational cost decreases.
The tardiness and the total costs decrease as a. result of increase in any one 
of these factors. These cost terms can be considered to be evenly distributed 
for the varying levels ol these lax tois, since their aveicige values are close to 
each other.
Number of Parts
When we analyze the systems witli low and high numl)er of parts, we see 
that tliere is almost a linear relation between the number of parts and all of the 
performance measures. This is ехр(м1,(х1 as the number of parts increases, more 
tools a.nd more time to process all of the parts are required and the chance for 
a part to be tardy increases. The related tallies of this analysis are given in 
Appendix l·'.
Number of Tool Types
The tables for the performance analysis of tlie systems for number of tool 
types can be seen in Appendix (1. 'I’here is an inverse relation between the 
tooling cost cuid number of tool types. However, there seems to be a direct 
relation between the other performance measures and the number of too) types.
The inverse relation may be due to the increase in the number of tool types 
whose unit costs are low. As the number of such tools increases, the solution
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flexibility increases and lieuce the tooling cost decreases.
Althongli a.ll the other costs six'in (,o increase as the number of tool types 
increases, we cannot generalize this result. 'I'his can be just due to the randomly 
generated tool parameters. There is not a certain relation Iretween the other 
costs and the number of tool types.
Tool Cost
When the tool cost incr(uis('.s, all the performance measures increase. There 
is an obvious relation between tlu· unit and tota.l tool costs. The reason 
why the other costs also increase as the tool cost increases is that, the total 
manufacturing cost considered in SMOP is a convex function, as shown in 
Appendix C, a.nd as the tool costs increase, the cutting speed and the feed 
rate values are lowered to increase the tool life. Hence, this will increase the 
machining time and all the related costs. 'I’he tables of.this analysis can be 
seen in Appendix H.
4.3 ANOVA Results
We also applied a two-wa.y analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on the 
performance measures of tooling cost, o])era.tional cost, tardiness cost, total 
cost and run time. The significance levels (p) and F  values for these 
performance measures over seven factors are given from Table 4.8 to 4.11, 
for initial a.nd final stages, res|)ectively. First we will discuss the results for 
the initial stage and generalize these results to the final stage by pointing the 
necessary differences.
For the tooling cost, all the factors except the due date tightness are 
significant with p <  0.000. Among these, factor 0 directly affects the number 
of tools required to process all the parts, hence total tooling cost. Factor 
G also directly affects the total tooling cost, since it determines unit tooling- 
costs. Factors D and E limit the number of tools on hand, hence the allocation
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Tooling Cosí. Opciational Cost Tardiness Cost
['’actors
Л
F
64.610
T
Ü.ÖÜÖ
l·'
0.010 0.92 607.ГУ24 0.000
13
c
1445.849 0.000 2136.247 0.000 555.495
730.291 0.000 16.100 0.000 8.546
0.000
0.004
D 31.965 0.000 536.078 0.000 43.215 0.000
E 692.517 0.000 0.709 0.4 0.003 0.954
1·' 1.832 0.176 0.083 0.773 1856.99 0.000
C 1656.553 0.000 4.761 0.03 3.034 0.082
Table 4.8; F values and Significance Leveds (j)) for ANOVA results of the initial
decisions. Factors A and C constraint the tool sharing possibilities and hence 
affecl. the tooling cost inclined.
For the operational cost, only thi(;e factors are significant with p < 0.000. 
These are number of parts, tool magazine capacity and tool availability. Factor 
В determines the load on tlie system, therefore the cost of producing the parts. 
Factor C constraints the tool sharing possibility, and hence affects the non- 
machining time. Factor 1) constraints the numlier of tools on hand. Each 
o[)eration cannot always be a.ssigned to its best tool alternative due to the 
tool availability constraints. Hence, this will result in increased machining 
times and consequtively increased total operational cost. The number of tool 
t3q3es is not significant since only certain tools are used in the system, since 
the technological coefficients niaJ<e some tools more attractive than the others. 
Fa.ctors A, F and G are also not significant for o])erationaJ cost.
For the tardiness cost the factors A, 13, D a.nd F are significant with )) 
<  0.000. Factors A and В determine the estimated rnakespan which in turn 
determines tlie due date range of the parts, [‘'actor D determines the number 
of available tools on hand, and lienCe the processing times of the operations. 
Finally, factor F' is directly detei inines the due date range of the jiarts.' Factor 
C is significant with p <  0.004, since it affects the non-machining time. For the
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Tooling Cost, Opoiational Cost 'laidincss Cost
I'actois
Л
F
64.610 0.000 0.010 0.92 607.524 0.000
В
c
1445.849 0.000 2i:i6.247 0.000 555.495
730.291 0.000 l(i. 100 0.000 8.546
0.000
0.004
1)
E
31.965 0.000 536.078 0.000 43.215
692.517 0.000 0.709 0 . 0.003
0.000
0.954
1.832 0.176 0.083 0.773 1856.99 0.000
C 1656.553 0.000 ,761 0.03 3.034 0.082
Table 4.8: F values and Signilicance Levels (]>) for ANOVA results of the initial 
-1
decisions. Factors A and C constraint the tool sharing possibilities and hence 
alFed. the tooling cost incurred.
For the operational cost, only thi-ee factors are significant with p <  0.000. 
These are number of parts, tool magazine capacity and tool availability. Factor 
В determines the load on the sysi.ein, therefore the cost of producing the parts. 
Factor C constraints the tool sharing possibility, and hence alfects the non- 
machining time. Factor 1) constraints the nuiulrer of tools on hand. Each 
operation cannot a.lways be a.ssigned (,o its best l.ool alternative due to the 
tool availability constrirints. Hence, this will result in increased machining 
times and consequtively increased total operational cost. The number of tool 
types is not significant since only certa,in tools are used in the system, since 
the technological coefficients mak(' some tools more attractive than the others. 
Factors A, F and G are also not significant for operational cost.
For the tardiness cost the factors A, B, 1) and F are significant with ]) 
< 0.000. Factors A and В determine the estimated makespan which in turn 
determines tire due date range of the parts, hactor D determines the number 
of available tools on hand, and henCe the processing times of the operations. 
Finally, factor h' is directly determines the due date range of the parts.' Factor 
C is significant with p < 0.004, since it affects the non·machining time. For the
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'Го1.а1 (Josl. Run 'I'ime
I'actors l> 1'' P
A 586.443 0.000 0.541 0.462
В 621.258 0.000 842.938 0.000
'0.34Гc 9.809 0.002 0.909
D 52.9Л·':. 0.000 264.564 0.000
E 0.001 0.975 538.556 0.000
l·’ 1.798.638 0.000 0.059 0.809
C 3.872 0.05 6.26 0.013
Table 4.9: F values and Signiilcauce Levels (p) foi: ANOVA results of the initial 
stage-II
total cost, the same factors as the tardiness cost are signirica.nt with p < 0.000. 
Factor C is cdso significaut with ]> < 0.002.
The ANOVA results for the luu time sliow that the factors tliat affed. the 
size of the j)roblem a,re the facl.ors И, I) and I'l with p <  0.000. I'^ actor В affects 
the number of parts in the system, and factors D and E affect the number of 
available tools on hand.
The results of the ANOVA for the final stage are similar to those for the 
initial schedule. There are a few different results. The first one is that the tool 
availability is no more significant for the tooling cost of the system. This is 
mainly due to the fact that o|)era.tion-tool assignments are done previously and 
there is no chance that tool feasibility is viola.ted in the final stage. The second 
one is that magazine capacity is significant for tardiness cost with p < 0.002 a.nd 
is significant for total production cost with p < 0.001. If we look at the values 
of the p’s there is not a significant change and the reduction in the values may 
be due to the error terms occurred in the calculations. And one final remark 
is that number of machines is significant for the run time of the final stage 
with p < O.OOG, since each machine is considered separately, and once the most 
beneficial opera.tion is chosen, the machine on which it is initially scheduled 
is looked for. And this results in higher computation time as the number of
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Tooling Cost Operational Cost Tcircliuess (.lost
Ea.ctors E 1> P P E P
A 152.050 0.000 1.053 0.305 593.536 0.000
B 915.10.3 0.000
ll.OOO
2060.529 0.000 539.541 0.000
C 35G.23() 24.265 0.000 9.493 0.002
1) 4.565 0.033 503.474 0.000 41.791 0.000
E 115.282 0.000 2.223 0.137 0.036 0.851
E 0.617 0.432 0.112 0.738 1836.810 0.000
G 914.861 0.000 .3.059 0.081 3.059 0.117
Tal)le 4.10: F values and Significajice Levels (p) for ANOVA results of the fina.l
niaclii lies i ncreases.
4.4 Summary
In this chaptcu', we |)resented tlu' ('.xpi'iinu'ittal di'sign. I''ir.st we explained 
tire experimental setting. '1'Ikmi we summarized and discussed the results by 
providing the summar}' tables of all algorithms and ANOVA tables for both of 
the stages of our proposed algoritlim.
The proposed algorithm seems to out|)erform the other algorithms on the 
average values of the performance measures. The run time for the proposed 
algorithm is not so high especially for the first stage. Even when the final stage 
is executed, although it has the highest run time, it is still in the considerable 
limits for such a problem.
We can summarize onr findings as follows:
Tool sharing is beneficial both in terms of tooling cost and operational 
cost via the non-machining cost. The lactors under which more tool 
sharing between parts is possible give lower cost values.
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Table 4.11 
stage-II
F values and Signiiicance Levels (p) for ANOVA results of the final
• As the number of machines and tlie number of parts increase, the load 
of the system increases and it is more didicult to solve such systems 
efficiently. However, our system even under these conditions shows 
significant improvements.
• Due date tightness is one of tire im])orta.nt determinants of the possible 
improvement in the iina.1 stages of tlie ¡noposed algorithm. When due 
dates are too tight, some amount of tardiness is inevitable. However, 
even in this case, our algoritimi performs significantly better than the 
other algorithms. The improvement will certainly be higher if we are not 
constrained by the tool availability. •
• Tool availability is aiiotlier important determinant of the proposed 
algorithm. Whenever tlie tool availability is at its high value, the solution 
flexibility of ttie system increases and this in turn results in lower total 
production cost. When tool availability is low, alternative tooling is 
considered, but it is not possible to have much improvement due to lack 
of tools.
• Magazine capacity is an important factor in determining the non­
machining times. As the magazine capacity decreases, the tool 
replacejnents due to the |)a.rt mix are done more frecjuently and hence.
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n()n-ma,cl)iiniig Umcs iiu rease.
• As the number of tool i,y|)cs iiK icase, tlic cliancc to find bettor o])era.tion- 
tool assignments increases and this will bring solution ilexibilitj' to the 
system.
• Tool costs are not 0 1 1 I3' the main determinants of tlie totaJ tooling cost, 
but a.lso aifect the crashing decisions given a.t the iina.l stage via. the 
maiuifacturing cost. As tlie tool costs increase, crashing a.lterna.tives 
decreases.
In the next cha])ter we will a.|)i)ly our ])roposed algorithm on a numerical 
example for illnstra.tion pur|)os<'-s.
Chapter 5
Numerical Example
111 this chapter, we will illiistra.te oui- jiroposed algorithm on a numerical 
example to point out the importa.nt steps.
Our example problem consists of 10 |>arts and 2 machines. The part related 
data are summcirized in Table 5.1. 'riiere a.re 10 different tool types, whose 
technological coefficients are already given in Ta.l)le 4.2 and other tool rebated 
data are represented in 'fable 5.2.
As we explained in Chapter our |)ioposed algorithm consists of the 
following four stages:
• Tool Allocation
• Ibol Sharing
• Initial Schedule
• Final Schedule
We will focus on these steps in the following sections.
M
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Part number Number of operalions Weight Due Date Batch Size
1 5 2 41 15
2 5 2 170 15
3 3 3 65 15
4 5 1 lU 15
5 3 .3 177 10
6 4 3 181 15
7 5 3 67 10
8 3 1 92 15
9 :i 2 40 20
10 4 1 . 49 15
Table 5.1: Par(, rclal.cd infonnal.ion
5.1 Tool Allocation
The outpuls of this sta.ge a.t;e used as inj)uts to the other algoritlims with 
which we compare our proj)osed a.lgoritlmis.
First of a.11, we solve the single macliiiiiug oj)eration optimization prol)lem to 
determine the optimum ma.chiuing conditions for every |)ossible ])art, operation 
and tool triple. We ca.lcula.te the following cost measure for each alternative;
K . ,  =  ■ (<■■'· ■ C ;  + + C . ■ 'o )  ■ ' 4 )
Let‘s consider the first operation of the first part:
After obtaining the cost measure, we look for (j, k) pair giving the minimum 
cost values for each {p,i) pa.ir. For this operation, i.e. (1,1), tool 7 gives the 
minimum cost measure as shown in Table 5.5.
The next thing we do is to com[)ute the total requirement for each tool type 
i as follows:
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Tool iiiunber I'Vtj h i  .
1 0.97 1.26 0.44 0.18 0.05 \ .087
2 0.82 1.49 0.38 0.12 0.05 1.034
3 0.80 1.15 0.48 0.17 0.11 1.054
4 0.80 1.19 0.32 0.20 0.09 1.003
5 0.89 l.T) 0.33 0.18 0.06 1.050
6 0.75 1.13 0.'17 0.16 0.07 1.087
7 0.85 1.12 0.3 0.1 0.08 0.970
8 1.00 1.32 0.4 0.12 0.13 1.134
9 0.78 1.37 0.48 0.1 0.12 0.978
10 0.96 1.28 0.4 0.19 0.11 0.829
Table 5.2: 'Tool r('lalcd inlonnaUon
Tool Number
1 0.228 2.033
2 0.315 3,206
3 0.262 3.008
5 0.134 1.553
7 0.141 1.400
8 0.160 1.530
Table 5.3: Perfonnaiice of al(,enia.l,ive tools of o])eration (1,1)
/1, = x; Q„ »
(pA
where (j,k)  =  argmi7i{Â'jLi} V (p ,?)·
Finally, we check tool feasibility. If Rj < Nj for every j ,  then the lower 
bound solution found above is optimum. Otlierwisc, an integer programming 
formulation is solved to find the best a.llocation for each operation that satisfies 
tool feasibility constraints. In our exarnple, we assume that there is a.n 80% tool 
availability. Therefore, we have to solve the IP formulation given in Chapter 3 
to find the optimum allocation of tools.
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Operation d'ool Usage
1 7 0.134
2 4 0.06G
;5 7 ■'0.066 “
4 4 0.034
5 4 0.059
Table 5.4: Optimum tool allocations for part 1
4'liese best allocations for part 1 simimaiizcd in Table 5.4 are used in the 
following stages and in the other algorithms.
5.2 Tool Sharing
in the second stage of our algoritlmi, we find out the tool sharing 
possibilities between the operations of the same part, wliich will result a direct 
reduction in the total non-ma.chining time required for that part.
Let's consider the first ])art, whose best operation-tool allocations and the 
usage rates a.re given in Ta.ble 5.4.
As we assume tliat there is no precedence relation between the operations 
of a part, we can gather any two operations using the same tool as long as their 
total usage does not exceed 1. For example, the fiist and tlie third operations 
use the same tool type 7. If we check tlieir total usage:
0.1 :M -I- O.OfK) -  0.200
Since this is smaller tlian 1 , we gather these two operations into a single 
operation, whose processing time is the sum of the processing times of the 
individual operations.
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0.141 4-0.24 =0.381
As a result, of tliis gailiering, we reduce (lie iiou-inachiuiug lime rec(uired 
lor each part by:
A, 4- Itr -  Lrt,
wliich is equal to
0.33 4- 0.18 -  0.10 = 0.41 sec.
Similarly, the second, the fourtli a.iid the liftli operations of this part can 
also be gathered since the their total tool usage becomes 0.159 which does not 
exceed 1 .
After gathering tlie i)ossibl(' operations, we calculate the tota.l nmcliining 
and the total expected set up time re(|uired for each part, to be used in the 
scheduling stages. These are given in 'lalile 5.5:
Part No. tm Is Part No. im is
1 48.9 4.76 6 73.2 5.08
2 104.6 7.88 7 65.8 7.48
3 51.3 6.31 8 64.1 4.72
4 58.2 5.82 9 94.4 5.65
5 36.8 .3.57 1 0 66.3 5.19
Table 5.5: Tota,l machining and non-machining times of tlie parts
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5.3 Initial Schedule
Wc Iry lo iilul a i l  initial «cliedule tlnit will minimize our total production cost. 
VVe use two diirerent indices during this stage. These indices are:
lOn
( I)  Dp — — {D^lpm +
UR,
P I  — —j- -ipm  ; \
\Dllprn T  '^^ pinj
f -'maxl DDp -  1
“ ' ' l ” · k*p:,. /
Since all Uie tool ma.gaziiies arc empty at the initial state, there is no 
dilFerence between the machines. So we just calculate the index P/pm lor each 
part and loa.d the one with the highest index value to the first machine.
The P/pm values are calculatcxl initially and shown in Table 5.6:
Part No. P I „ i Part No. P / „ i
1 0.0373 6 0.0188
2 0.0119 7 0.0409
3 0.0495 8 0.0124
4 0.0113 9 0 . 0 2 0 0
5 0.0259 1 0 0.0140
Table 5.6: The Pipi values for each part
Since Part 3 has the highest index value, it is loaded to the first machine. 
The operations of part 3 with their allocated tools and associated usage rates 
are given in Table 5.7. initially. Part 3 had three operations but after the tool 
sharing stage the last two operations are aggregated into a. single operation.
We calculate the remaining tool lives of tlie tools currently on the maga.zine. 
There are two tools currently on the magazine. Tlie first one is tool type 4. 
A single copy of this tool is used for the whole batch, therefore the remaining
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Operation No. 'I’ool No. Usage
1 A 0.065
2 fO 0.267
Table 5.7; Tool allocalion resuUs of part 3
life {rlife) of this tool is found below since it can be used for manufacturing 
of other parts:
rlifcj 1 -  (Q,, ■
rlife,i =  f -  (15 · 0.065) =  0.025
However, multiple copies of the sc'coud tool, tool fO, are used, since Qp · 
Upij > 1 . In order to find the remaining life of the tool on the magazine, we 
have to find how many parts are processed by tlie last copy. First, we iind the 
number of |)arts tliat ca.n be processed by a single tool. Tlien we sum up the 
number of parts that are processed ui)to the last tool and subtract this from 
the batch size to find the number of parts for the last tool. Then we multiply 
this number by the usage rate and subti'act the result from one to find the 
remaining life of the tool currently loaded on the tool magazine.
rltfeio =  1 -  (15 -  (4 · 3)) ■ 0.267 =  0.199
Then we update the current time of the first machine, which becomes the 
completion time of the last loaded |)art to that machine. This is calculated as:
/•i -  51.3 -I 6.31 =  57.61
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Next, wc calculate tlie average processing time oji the second macliine, 
which equals to tlie sum of the piocessing times of the unscheduled parts 
divided h y  th(^  number of these' unsch('duled [)arts.
I
p-2 =  7:3.51
Afterwards, we calculate tlie actual setuj) time required for each unsched­
uled part on the first machine. Then we sliould calculate Mlp,n for both 
machines for each unscheduled part in order to choose the jirefeired machine 
for each part. However, in tins example prolilern since after the initial loading 
of the part to the first machine, there are no differences in the setup times on 
the machines for each part. Therefoie, we will not calculate the Mlp„i values. 
All the parts will prefer the machine at which they can start earlier to have 
more slack time. This is the second machine at this case.
In the second iteration, ])art 7 is loaded to the second machine. The 
remaining tool lives of the tools on the second maclune are calculated and 
the current time of the second machine is set e(|ual to the completion time of 
the part assigned to it.
We repeat these steps until there is no more unscheduled parts. In order to 
explain, how our algorithm performs more clearly, we show its execution after 
the schedule is partially completed, 'fhe partial schedule before this example 
iteration is:
М /С 1 : 3 - 5 - 6  
М /С 2  : 7 - 1  - 9
In the previous iteration, pai t 9 is loaded to the second machine. Therefore, 
the setup time required on the second machine for the unscheduled parts, which 
are 2 , 4 , 8  and 1 0 , should be recalculated due to the changes in the current 
status of the magazine. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 
5.8.
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Part No. tSp2 tnip2 Mlpi Mlp2 P W
2 7.08 104.6 -1.057 -1.496 0.0181
4 5.82 58.2 -2.048 -2.809 0.0161
8 4.72 64.1 -2.264 -2.939 0.0150
1 0 5.19 66.3 -2.842 -3.467 0.0154
Table 5.8: An exaini)le iieral.ion of the proposed algorithm
Pa.rt No. tSpi lm.px Completion Time Due Date Tardiness
3 6.31 51.3 57.61 65 0
5 3.57 .36.8 97.98 177 0
6 5.08 73.2 176.26 181 0
2 8 . 2 0 104..52 288.98 170 118.98
8 2.63 64.05 355.66 92 263.66
Table 5.9: Scliediilc of the fir.st machine
Since part 2  has the higliest index value, it is loaded to the first machine.
Schedule
At the end of this stage, we obtain an initial schedule that will be used in 
the final stage when we try to improve the total production cost by crashing the 
processing times·. The schedule obtained at the end of this stage is presented 
in Tables 5.9 and 5.10 for the first and second machines, respectively.
The cost components as a result of this schedule are calculated as follows:
Total Opei'ational Cost
Total o[)crational cost is the multiplication of tlie sum of the completion 
times of all parts on each machine by C„.
Total operational cost =  0.5 · (355.66 -1- 366.11) = $363.38
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Part No. /••5,,2 tin,,2 Completion 'I'ime Due Date 3'ardiness
7 7.48 65.8 73.28 67 6.28
i 3.11 48.9 125.29 41 84.29
9 5.65 94.4 225.34 40 185.34
'1 6.94 58.2 290.48 1 1 1 179.18
1 0 9.33 66.3 366.11 49 317.11
Table 5 . 1 0 : Schedule of the .second machine 
Total Tardiness Cost
This cost tcmi is the wciglited sum of the tardiness of the parts.
Total ta.rdiness cost = 3 * 6.28 =  18.84
-h 2 * 84.29 = 168.58
-1- 2 * 185.34 =  370.68
+ 2  * 118.98 =  237.96
-1- 1 * 179.48 = 179.48
-l· 1 * 263.66 = 263.66
+ 1 * 317.11 =  317.11
Hence, total tardiness cost e<|uals to $ 1556.31.
T ooling  C ost
In order to find the tooling cost, tools are closely monitored during the 
scheduling. Each time a tool is removed from the magazine, it is checked 
whether it is completely worn oid, or not. 'I'hus, this cost com]:)onent shows 
the exact tooling cost incurred in the system. The total tool usage amounts 
the system are given in Table 5.11.
Hence, the total tooling cost is $ 38.55.
If we sum up these three cost components we end up with the tota 
production cost of the algorithm, which is equal to $ 1955.60.
Ш
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Tool Type 'rotal Used Amount
1 3.20
4 18.99
5 3.47
7 4.12
8 1.64
9 2 . 0 0
1 0 7.48
Table 5.11: Total tool usage.s in the system
Before going to the next section foi' the final stage of our proposed 
algorithm, we will solve the same problem using tlie other algorithms. Their 
final schedules and the corroisponding cost values are as follows:
LPT-I
М /С 1 : 2  - 7 - 8  - 3 - 1  
М /С 2 : 9 - 6 -  1 0  - 4 - 5 
Total operational cost =  $ 371.63 
Total tardiness cost =  $ 3014.53 
Total tooling cost =  $ 46.98 
Total production cost =  $ 3433.14
LPT-Il
М /С 1  : 2  - 7 - 8  - 3 - 1  
М /С  2  : 9 - 6  - 1 0  - 4 - 5 
Total operational cost - $ 360.25 
Total tardiness cost =  $ 2964.73 
Total tooling cost =  $ 39.82 
Total production cost =  $ 3364.80
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М /С I : 9 - 4 - 2  - 7 
M /(j 2 : 3 - J - 10 - 8 - 6 - 5  
'Total oporatioiiaJ cost =  $ 359.40 
'JotaJ ta.rcliiiess cost =  $ 2793.58 
'Total tooling cost =  ■$ 39.06 
'Total production cost =  $ 3192.04
APS
М/С 1 : 2  - 6  - 7 - 5 - 8  
М /С 2 : 9 -  1 0  - 1  - 3 - 4 
'l'ota.l operational cost = $ 359.67 
'Total tardiness cost =  $ 2788.32 
'Jbtal tooling cost =  $ 38.89 
'Total production cost = $ 3186.88
KTNS-CN
М /С 1  : 1 - 3 - 4  - 5 - 8  - 9 
М/ С 2  : 1 0 - 2 - 6 - 7  
Total operational cost =  $ 362.43 
'Jotal tardiness cost =  $ 2348.09 
'^ Total tooling cost =  $ 38.44 
'Total production cost =  $ 2748.96
As it can be seen from the above results, nearly 40 percent improvement 
is achieved in terms of the total production cost by our proposed algorithm. 
Another interesting result is that the cost terms are dilfercnt for LP'I'I and 
LP'T-II, although the sequence ol)tained is the same for both rules. 'The reason 
beyond this dilference is tha.t LP'T-1 does not consider tool sharing and the 
non-macliining time is higher for the LP'T-I schedule.
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5.4 Final Schedule
In (.lie last stage of our algoritlim, tlic; part se(|ueiices on each inachiiie, found 
at the previous stage, are kept tlie same, only the starting times are shifted to 
the left by decreasing the processing times as much as possible, to decrase the 
total production cost.
As a pre-process of this stage, we classify the operations into classes 
according to their parameters. After finding the class of each operation, 
we find the range in which the piocessing times can be crashed. We will 
demonstrate this on an example operation, the second operation of the seventh 
part, i.e. operation (7,2). Tins operation is performed by tool type 4 which 
has the parameters given in Table 4.2. Ol.her operational related parameters 
are SFM 72 =  69, d.72 =  0.179, D72 =  2.21, and L72 — 6.1.
We first show the feasible region ol this operation defined by the surface 
rouglmess and ma.chine power consi.raints in figure .5.1.
In order to find the efficient frontier, we shoidd define our extreme points. 
Our first extreme point (u i,/i )  comes Irom the SMOP which minimizes 
the total manufacturing cost, consisting of the macliining, non-machining 
and tooling costs. The (u i, /i )  |)air for this operation is (.340,0.011) which 
results in the following cost components that sum up to the minimum total 
n 1 anufacturi 11 g cost.
Machining Cost =  Co ■ P $0,157
Non-machining Cost = Co · U,,ij ■ =  $0,040
d’ooling Cost =  Ctj ■ Upij — $0,093
Total Cost =  $0,290
However, this point only minimizes the total manufacturing cost, but 
not the total manufacturing time. Our second extreme point will be the 
(n , /)  pair that minimizes the total manufacturing time. {v2 , f 2 ), being a
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Figure 5.1: Feasil)le Region for Operation (7,2)
ca.ncliclate, is the intersection point of tlie two constraints that clefine the 
feasible region. The (v2 , /2 ) pi'·''' for this operation is (480,0.018), whicli results 
in the total incuuifacturing time of 0..‘lf)8 min. In order to check if this pair 
gives tlie minimum total manufa.cturing time we should find a.nother (u , /)  
pair that mijiiinizo;s the total manufacturing time on the surface roughness 
constraint. This pair, called equals to (420,0.015) for the operation
under consideration. Since {v^,/3 ) gives a lower manufacturing cost and time 
value than (u2 , / 2 ), the ijitersection point {v2 , /2 ) is a dominated solution. 
Therefore, (u i,/ 1 ) and (u-nis) give the corner points of the efficient frontier, 
and any {v ,f )  pair on this curve is a non·dominated solution.
The trade-off between the total manufacturing time and the total cost can 
easily be seen in the figures 5.2 and 5.3. You have to loose in terms of the 
total manufacturing cost if you want to reduce the rnanufcicturing time, or vice 
versa. In order to make this point more clear, the cost and time components 
at tliese extreme points are tabulated in 'fables 5 . 1 2  a.nd 5.13.
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Figure 5.2: MainiiacUii ing Time CornjroiienlMS
Alter liuding the extreme j)oinl,s we will deiine tlie (dlicient frontier of the 
operation on whiclr the processing time can be craslied, as seen in figure 5.4. 
Since i>3 is less than this operal.ion Irelongs to a subclass of the B-type 
classes defined in Cha.pter 5. Wlien we clieck the conditions, we see that the 
efficient frontier for this operation is from (u i,/i)  to (ua, /;}) since
b/c =  0.80/0.75 = 1.07
{a -  !) /( /?  -  1) =  (3.7 -  1)/(1.28 -  1) =  9.64
As it seen in figure 5.3, tlic total manufacturing cost is a nonlinear function 
of the cutting speed. Therefore, w,e perform a piecewise linearization for the 
range in whicli the total manufactnring time can be crashed. As we use 40 as 
our step size during the linearization, we have two pieces for this operation. 
We calculate the Tipi,, index for each piece, given by the following equation:
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i^J') Macliining Noii-iiiachiiiing Tooling 'J'otal
(340,0.011) 0.157 0.040 0.093 0.29
(420,0.015) 0.091 0.078 0.190 0.349
(^ '2 , / 2 ) (480,0.018) 0.065 0.119 0.273 0.457
where
aiicl
Table 5 . 1 2 : Cost, Components
Ob./·) Macluniiig Non-machining Total
(340,0.011) 0.314 0.080 0.394
(i'3 , /a) (420,0.015) 0.183 0.156 0.339
(480,0.018) 0.130 0.2.38 0..368
Table 5.1-h 'I'ime Components
d,TC
7> /  . __ At' *pt.S -- IT
k
T G  =  Q , ■ (a · + (C'/, + c; · I,.,) ■ U „i,)
I· — 1' Gpij ■ t, j
o^r the first piece;
ATC  =  0..‘507 -  0.290 = 0 . 0  1 7
At =  0.39^ 1 -  0.350 = 0.041
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Figure 5.3: Maiiulacluriug Cost, Coru|)oiienl,s
^  I'X- = 9
k
0 .017
TIrn =  = 0.043
For the second piece;
A.TC =  0.339 -  0.307 = 0.032
A/; =  0.350 -  0.349 =  0.001
Y,wk =  9
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T l r n  -  -  3.56
Since the index for Uie second piece is gv(;ater I,turn 1, Itiis shows us Uiat, 
tlie crast i^ng the total nianufacturiiig time beyond ttie first i)iece will not be 
beneficial, since its associated cost will be higher tlian tlie gain.
As this operation has the smallest index value, we crash its processing time 
after checking if there is enough slack of the required tool. At the end of the 
third stage, the total usage of tool type 4 equals to 18.99. Since we have 2 2  
units of this tool, we have a slack o( 3.01 tools. As the cutting speed of the 
operation increases, the usage rate of the tool also increases. Therefore, the 
usage rate of tool type 4 is increased from O.J to 0.143. Since there are ten 
parts, at least 0 . 4 3  units of additional! tool is required. Hence, there is enough 
slack to decrease the manufacturing time.
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This opera.l,iou was a ])ar(, of Uic gaUiercd operaliou. Therefore, we clieck 
a.ga.ii) if tool usage of the gathered operation is still less than I. Since it equals 
to 0.299 under the new comlitions, it is still i)ossil>le tha.t thc'se operations can 
share the same tool.
We then lelt shift all the |)a,rts on the second maclune, using the loading 
policy we applied in the third stage. At the end of this crashing; the new values 
of the cost cojnponents are as follows:
Total Oi)erational Cost =  $ .‘{.59.51
Total Tardiness Cost ■ $ 1550.03
3ota.l Tooling Cost =  -li ‘{8.59
We continue crashing the processing times until either there is no more 
beneficial operation, i.e. there is no operation with index value less than 1 , or 
there is not enough slack to fill the additional tool usage requirement due to 
the increased cutting s[)eed.
If there is not enough slack of tlie i)rimary tool for an operation, then we 
check for its alternative tool. If the alternative tool can process the operation 
in a faster setting .than the primary tool, then we split the batch so that as 
many parts as possible are processed by the primary tool. We also check tool 
availability for the alternative tool. If alternative tool is also not available then 
our algorithm terminates since tio more beneficial alternative remains.
To make this discussion more cleai·, we will explain how alternative tool 
comes into the pla,y by giving an example. As we continue to crash the 
processing tiines of the operations whose 77,„., values are smaller than 1 , the 
operation (9 , 1 ) becomes the most beneficial operation to be crashed with an 
I'lgn index value of 0.7G. The o])ei ation re([uires tool type 5 and the increase 
in the cutting speed increases the tqol usa.ge by a single operation from'0.05 to 
0.09. As the batch size of this part is 2 0  units, tliis increase requires at least 
0.8 units of increase in the total tool requirement. When we check the slack 
of tool type 5, we see that there is only 0.533 units of remaining available tol
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life for tool type 5. This slack amount is found by subtracting the total usage 
of tool type 5 found to be 3.467 at the end of the third stage from the total 
nurnbiu· of tools availcvble for this tj'pe wliich is ecpial to 4.
Under these conditions, it is iiol, |)ossil)le to process a.ll of the parts with this 
new settings since there is not enough tool to fill the additional requirement. 
Therefore, we check the alternative tool of this operation. 'I’he alternative 
tool information is stored at the end of the tool allocation stage to be used 
further. Tlie alternative tool for this o]ieratiou is tool type 7 that performs the 
operation in 0.36 minutes which is less than the primary tool manufacturing 
time although it gives a larger total manufacturing cost, flence, we can use 
this tool instead of the primary tool at least for some portion of the batch.
The next thing we do is to calculate the index /17’ /,,,, given by:
A77,„ =
k
wliere TCait is the total cost of manufacturing the operatioji using the 
alternative tool and 7’C’,,„ is the l.ol.al cost of manufacturing the operation 
using the primary tool. Similarly, lait shows the total processing time of the 
alternative tool and is the total processing time of tlie primary tool.
TCm  =  0.336
TCini =  0.274
talt =  0.36 
Uni =  0.38 
Wk =  4
k
AT hi =
(0 .3 3 6 -0 .2 7 -1 )  
' ( 0 .3 8 -0 .3 6 ) =  0.825
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Since (.lie aJtenialive (,ool u.sage lias a.ii index vaJue le.ss Uiaii 1 , i(; may 
be beneficial (.o use the a.l(.erna,(.iv(' l.ool. Since a.l(,ctna(.ive tool usa.ge is more 
expeicsive tlian using the |nima.iy (.ool in a. (aster setting, w<' split the ba.tcli so 
that as many parts as ])ossible will l>e performed by tlie primary (.ool.
In order to find the number of parts that ca.n be processed by the primary 
tool, we consider all of the slack amount iuid the amount previously assigned 
for this operation. In this case, this amount adds nj) to f.533. Hence, we can 
find the number of parts that ca.n be manufactured by the primary tool as:
i ' l l
 ^0.09-' *- 0.09 ^
which gives a total number of 16 parts. Thus, the remaining 4 parts will 
be manufactured by the alternative (.ool 7.
As a. last check before going to tlie left shift procedure, we check if the 
alternative tool has enough slack (.o fill the additional re(|uirement. The usage 
rate for a single operation is 0.12 and since only 4 |)arts will be manufactured, 
a total of 0.48 units of tool 7 are ixxiuired. 'The slack of tool 7 ecpials to 0.88, 
.so that alternative tool can be used.
The remaining steps are tlie same as the ones for the left sliift when only 
the primary tool is used to speed up the operation.
After performing cill the crashing aK.ernatives, the cost com])onents take 
the following values as their final values;
Total Operational Cost =  $ 349.30
Total Tardiness Cost =  $ 1380.76
Total Tooling Cost = $ 42.33
Total Production Cost =  $ 1772.39
As a result of this final stage approximately 10 percent improvement over
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the initial schedule is ci.chie.ved in terms of the total cost.
5.5 Summary
We illustrate our proposed algoritlun on a numerical example to point out 
the main steps of the algorithm. Each stage of the a.lgorithm is presented 
in a separate section to visualize the steps better. The experimental factors 
defined in Chapter 4 are selected from their tight cases in order to show 
the improvements achieved even under the tight ca.ses. The solutions of the 
other algoritlrms are also presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed 
algorithm on tlie others. As ex|)ected the ])roposed a.lgorithm finds the schedule 
with the minimum total production cost.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In tills diapter, we will provide a brief summary of the findings of this thesis and 
present some possible extensions of this study for future research. In this thesis, 
we have studied the tool management and part scheduling with controllable 
processing times problems in flexible nmnufacturing cells. We proposed a new 
solution approach that handles the above problems simultaneously to take care 
of the interactions between these |)roblems. We will summarize our results 
in the next section, and conclude our thesis by giving .some future resea.rcli 
directions.
6.1 Results
Most of the existing studies in the literature solve scheduling problems by 
using fixed and predetermined i)rocessing l imes passed from the CNC machine 
level in the decision hierarchy. However, there is a strong interaction between 
scheduling and tool management decisions, and ignoring these interactions may 
lead to suboptimal, even infeasible residl.s at the system level. Our proposed 
solution approach handles these interactions to come up with a simultaneous 
solution to both problems.
96
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K'lost, of (.l)c |)ublisİKx.I sfiKİics use 0 — J l)inary v<'uial.)les lo roipreseiit (.ool 
requirement for solving ilie tool allocation problem at the system level and 
do not consider alternative tool assignment |)ossibilities. They also determine 
tlie tool requirements for each operation indcpcndentl}  ^ and fail to relate the 
contention a,mong the opera.tions for a. limited number of tools.
The close relationship between th<i processing times and tool lives is ignoied 
by most of tlie studies, altliongh it may have a significant impact on the 
system performance. They, coiis(.v.(nently, ignore tool sharing possibilities and 
duplicate tool requirements due to tool availability and tool life limitations.
Altliongh there are many models for the system setiq) problem of the 
FMS, tardiness is not considered as an objective for any of the studies to 
our knowledge. We include the weighted ta.rdiness cost in our total cost as an 
im))ortant cost component.
Another research topic related with our study is the controllable processing 
times, where most of the studies in the literature assume that it is possible to 
reduce the processing times with their associated linear cost.
We can summarize the (indings of the study as follows:
• The tool management issues should be considered in an integrated 
manner. Considering the machine and tool level issues independently 
may lead to infeasible results at the system level, since duplicate tool 
recpiirements ajid tool sharing possibilities between the operations will 
not be considered proi)erly in I,his case.
• It is generally benelicial to ijjcrease the tool sharing possibilities between 
the operations since tool sharing decreases both the tooling and the 
o|)crational costs. LP'I'· 1, th(> algorithm which ignored the tool slurring, 
always gcive tlie maximum value lor the cost measures.
• In the literature, the processing times are usually considered to be fixed. 
However, we showed that the processing times can be controlled via. the 
cutting speed and integrated this into our algorithm to jninimize the
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weighted tcuxliiiess cost. We lia.v(' sliowii significant impi'oveinents over 
the other algorithms even when the due dates were tight wliere some 
operations were inevital^ly tardy.
• Tool availa.bility is a main determinant of the system peiTormance. As 
the tool a.vailability increases, the chance to assign the operations to their 
best alternative tools increases and this in turn reduces the cost terms, 
altliough this will increase the tool inventory cost.
• Magazine capacity is also an important parameter that alFects the system 
performcince via the non-ma.chining time. When the capacity is low, 
tool replacements ¿ire done more irec|uently ¿ind this increcises the non- 
nuichining time, ¿ilthough hirgc'r tool nnigfizine c¿ı])¿ıcity will require ¿i 
hiKlicr initi¿ıl investment cost.
• We luive shown that the processing times of the operations are dependent 
on the governing machining conditions and that they can be controlled 
with their associated convex nonlinerir cost functions. We luive also 
shown that there is a triide-oif between the totfil manufacturing time 
and the totcil manufacturing cost, and deiived a closed form expressioji 
for the eiheient frontier of ('a.ch manufacturing opercition explicitly.
We compared our proposed algorithm with some of the well-known rules of 
the existing literciture, such ¿is LPd\ ARM, APS ¿ind KTNS. As we saw in the 
experimental design, our })roj)osed algorithm showed significrint im|:)rovement 
in the total production cost over the ol.hc'r algorithms.
6.2 Future Research Directions
Finally, liiere are several iul.ur(i res('arcli direcLioiis lor Uiis siucly:
• In (.his siucly, the system aiialy/.cxl was composed of identical machines. 
The study can be enlarged to include non-identical machines, such as 
dilTerent machine powers or different tool magazine capacities.
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• Wc only considc3re(l (.he (JN(! I.nrning inachine, however o(,lier machine 
l.ypes such as milling and drilling can easily l)e considered.
• A(. (.he Iasi, stage of our algorithm, wc [)erformed a piecewise linearization 
with a constfint step size. Va.iiahle step sizes ca.n be used during the 
linearization.
• This study can be incorpoiated in(,o a larger system level study that 
includes tlie lijiiitations of an integrated material handling system, such 
as automated guided vehicle systems for part delivery. •
• We consider the weighted tardiness cost as a performance measure 
for scheduling. However, some other performance measures, such as 
ea.rliness, can also be considered.
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The following uolalion is used l.liroiigiioul Uie llicsis.
) i^j 1 T i  
E m 1 ^
C o
Ct,
d.pi
Dpi
Lpt
HPn
SFM,
11
pi
P
Ip
J
Qp
N j
pij
p^ij
fipij
Xpij
Vpij
ctm
Tpij
T C i
Ulptj
Speed, feed, de|)l,li of cnl. expoueiils for tool j
Specific coefficient and exponents of the machine power constraint
Operating cost of the CNC machine, ($/min)
Specific coellicient and exponents of the surface roughness constraint 
Cost of tool j  ($/tool)
Depth of cut for o|)eration i of part p , (in.)
Diameter of the generated surface for operation i of part p, (in.)
Length of the generated surface for operation i of part p, (in.)
Maximum availai)f(' machine power, (lip)
Maximum allowalih' surface rouglmess for the operation i of part p, {¡.i in) 
Set of all parts
Set of all operations of part p
Set of the a.va,ilable tool types
Batch size of pari, p
Number of available tools of type j
Tool magazine loading time for a single tool j ,  (min.)
Tool replacing time for tool j  ,(m in/)
Number of tool type j  re(|uired for completion of operation i of part p 
Cutting speed for operation i of part p using tool y, (fpm)
Feed rate for opc'ia.l.ion i. of part p using tool j
0  — 1  binary decision variable which is equal to 1 ,
if tool j  is assigned to operation i of part p
0  — 1  binary indicator which is equal to 1 ,
if tool j  is a ca.ndida.t(' tool for opiuallou i of pa.rt p
Total ma.nufacl,uring cost o f  all [larts
Tool life of a tool under tlie given machining conditions
Taylor's tool life expression parameter for tool j
Usage rate of tool j  in the operation i of part p
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71-/ ,PTl
/?,
w„
DD,
trn.,,
is.
MLpin
pm
T i^pis
ATIpt
''pm
’Nr
capm
M.S
TP,,
V
ATC
At
Nujnbcr of parts l.lial can be nuuuilacl.ured for o])era(,ion i by tool j  
Cost of manufacturing operation i of part p by tool j  
at tlie recpiirernenl. level k
Macliiniiig tiriu'. of operal ion i of part p by tool j  
at tlie requirement level /.:
Total tool requirement of tool ty|)e j
Weight of part p
Due date of j)art p
dotal machining time of part p
Total expected setiq) time of part p
Machine preferencx; index for each part machine pair
Current time on machine rn
Part preference index on the piad'erred niaclnneof part p 
Average processijig time on ma.chine rn 
Tardiness index of |)iece s of operation i of part p 
Alternative tooling index of operation i of part p 
0 — 1 binary decision variable which is e(.(ual to 1, 
if'part p is assigned l,o ma.chine m 
0 — 1 binary decision variable which is equal to 1, 
if part p is schedided before j)art r 
Ca.pa.city of juachiiu' in 
Estimated makespan of the system 
lardiness of pa,rt p 
Starting time of part p 
A very large numiK’r
Change in total cost as a result of crashing processing times 
Change in total time as a result of crashing processing times
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F igu re B . l  F lo w  chart o f  the a lgorithm
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Tile Iota! maiiufa.c(,uring timo is ilie sum of inachining {Fn,,,,) siid uon- 
inachining limes llie lolal maiiufacturiiig cosí is llie sum of
macliiiiing, non-maclüniug and looliiig cosls, where.
Tolal mauul'acluring lime =
'l'olal ma.nufacluring cosí -- C„ · -f · 1,·, ■ U,,ij + Ct^  ■ Upij
, _ Opi ■ Rpi
“ ■  \ ‘) . V  ■ ■ ■  í1  ^ Upij f pij
— l'Vj · ^pij
TT _ _^pij — —
^  ’ ^^pi * I-'pi *
1—CYj /.1—r „ .  12 . r c ¡  ■ v ,- " ‘ ■ f
II will be suilicienl lo show lhal and are convex in lerms of Vpij 
in order lo prove llial the lolal ma.nufacluring tiirie is convex in lerms of Vpij.
in order to show that a funclioii is convex, we should lake the second 
derivative of the function and show that it is strictly positive.
8 L Dpi  ·  Ijpi
S ^^pij 12 ■ · /,«>
Since the first derivative is always negative, the machining time is a 
decreasing function of the cutting speed.
p  _  2 ■ Dfi ■ Lfi
pij j  J
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iSiiice Dpi^  Lpi^  fpij and Vpij arc all positive',, the second derivative takes 
a^-ys positive values. This shows us that the luachiuiiig time is a convex 
function of cutting speed.
Dpi · Lpi · (i^ pi · (o-i -  1)
12 · TC'r  tft · III ■Pj
PKl 7T Dpi ■ ¡jpi ■ d j · (o j 1) · cvj
12 · TC ■IZ, I ( , U J
Upij is also a convex function of Vpij since o-,· > /?, > 1, as stated b.y 
Gorzyea (1987), and all tlicotliei' v i u  i;t.l)les in tlie above expression are positive.
As ¿m,„j and IJpij are both convex functions of the cutting speed, any positive 
linea.r combination of these functions will be also convex. Hence, the total 
manufacturing time and the total manufacturing cost functions are convex in 
terms of the cutting speed.
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APPENDIX D. NUMBER OF MACHINES AND DUE DATE TIGHTNESSlld
Tooling Due Date Tiglituess
Cost Ьо\у(Д''Пм., Avg., Max.) Iligli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Numl.)er of Low (61.9, 138.3, 276.1) (58.6, 139.1, 249.5)
Macliincs High (60.9, H6.7, 264.9) (67.6, 149.2, 248.4)
Table D.l: The tooling cost for tlie initial stage of the pro])osed algorithm
Tooling Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of ]jOW (84.7, 181.9, 337.8) (78.2, 178.5, 336.0)
N4cicliines High (97.7, 204.0, 363.2) (106.1, 204.7, 337.5)
Ta.ble D.2: The tooling cost for the final stage of the proposed algoritlim
Tooling Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (107.9, 182.1, 303.5) (107.9, 182.1, 303.5)
Machines High (107.9, 182.1, 303.5) (107.9, 182.1, 303.5)
Table D..‘h d'lie tooling cost for LPT-I
TooliujS Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (77.3, 151.4, 279.5) (77.3, 151.4, 279.5)
Ma.chines High (93.9, 158.7, 281.1) (93.9, 158.7, 279.5)
Table D.4: Tlie tooling cost for LP T -II
/\ PPENDIX I). NUMBER OE МЛ CHINES AND DUE DATE TlCHTNESSTm
Tooling Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Miii., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of IjOW (60.5, I.T).5, 282.6) (60.5, 1.39.5, 282.6)
Madiine.s lligh (62.5, 151.0, 282.6) (62.5, 151.9, 282.6)
Table 1).Г): 'I'lie l,()oliiig cost. Гог ARM
Tooling Due Date Tiglitness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (74.7, 1.50.5, 283..5) (74.7, 147.9, 283.5)
Machines High (74.7, 1.54.4, 285.6) (74.7, 1.58.9, 285.6)
Table D.6: The (,oolitig cost for APS
Tooling l)ii(.' Date Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (61.7, 146.5, 293.2) (61.7, 146.5, 293.2)
Machines High (61.7, 146.7, 293.2) (61.7, 146.7, 293.2)
Table D.7: TIk' tooling cost for K'l'NS-CN
Operational
Cost
Due Date I'ightness
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (897.9, 1383.0, 2003.2) (916.7, 1382.5, 1996.7)
High (910.9, 1385.8, 2007.2)' (906.1, 1383.7, 2009.1)
Table D.8; The operational cost for the initial stage of the proposed algorithm
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Oi)eratiotial
Cost
Due Date Tiglitiiess
Lovv(Min., Avg., Max.) lIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Macliiucs
IjOW (888.7, 1388.5, 2010.9) (905.1, 1383.9, 2017.3)
High (899.3, 1377.7, 1998.2) (904.1, 137.3.8, 2014.5)
Table I).9; The operational cost loi' the final stage of the proposed algoritimi
Tooling . Due Date 'J'ightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Miu., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (956.4, M.35.7, 2099.0) (956.4, 1435.7, 2099.0)
Machines High (937.7, 1410.5, 2080.0) (937.7, 1410.5, 2080.0)
Table D.IO: The operational cost for LPT-1
Operational
Cost
Due Date Tightness
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (943.2, 1427.6, 2097.3) (943.2, 14:27.6, 2097.3)
High (941.4, 1413.9, 2082.7) (941.4, 1413.9, 2082.7)
Table D .Il: The o[)erational cost for LPT-11
Operational
Cost
Due Da.te 'rightness
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Ma.x.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (947.6, 1439.2, 2102.0) (947.6, 1439.2, 2102.0)
High (937.4, 1426.3, 2089.0) (937.4, 1426.3, 2089.0)
Table 1).12: The operational cost for A R M
APPENDIX D. NUMBER OE MA CHINES A ND D UE DATE nCHTNESSm
Operational
Cost
Due Date Tightness
Low (Min., Avg., Ma.x.) iIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (944.2, Llh.T?, 2075.6) (944.2, 1428.4, 2075.6)
High (933.5, 1470.3, 2096.3) (933.5, 1454.2, 2096.3)
Table D.13: The operational cost for APS
Operational
Cost
Due Date Tightness
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (946.3, 1439.6, 2067.0) (946.3, 1439.6, 2067.0)
High (946.3, 1441.3, 2083.9) (946.3, 1441.3, 2083.9)
Table D.14: The tooling cost for KTNS-GN
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Tardiness Due Date ‘Tiglit.iiess
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) fligh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low . (C606.4, 2040Ü.2, 51046.3) (1379.1, 5220.8, 12110.4)
Machines High (3541.0, 0855.2, 20064.1) (1118.4, 3167.2, 7839.8)
'lable D.15: The tardiness cost for the initial stage of tlie proposed algorithm
Tardiness Due Date 'Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) lligh(Min. , Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (6384.7, 20033.2, 49925.9) (1303.9, 50:33.3, 12002.3)
Machines High (3495.1, 9672.7, 19786.9) (1023.0, 33i34.9, 7658.7)
Table D.i6: The tardiness cost for the final stage of tlie proposed algorithm
Tardiness Due Date Tiglitness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (17621.9, 32428.7, 52229.0) (9173.0, 19276.0, 34503.7)
Machines High (7472.0, 13883.4, 20005.7) (3788.0, 8206.3, 13105.0)
Table D.17; The tardiness cost for LP'l'-i
Tardiness Due Date 'Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (17333.5, 32285.0, 52034.2) (9051.8, 19150.0, 35107.9)
Machines High (7483.4, 13950.4, 20104.7) (3797.9, 8269.6, 13231.0)
Table D.18: The tardiness cost for LPT -II
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'1 ardiuess 
Cost
Due Date Tiglitness
Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) lligh(Miji., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Machines
Low (12695.8, :34565.1, 52200.3) (10184.2, 21814.5, 39882.9)
High (7532.3, 14202.1, 20691.6) (3865.1, 8922.7, 13623.9)
'Iable D.li); 'I'lie tardiness cost lor ARM
Tardiness
Cost
Due Date '.I'ightness
Low(Min., Avg., Mcix.) j High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of 
Ma.cl lines
Low (7307.3, 20615.9, 51698.8) (3566.0, 13415.6, 261.56.4)
High (3641.0, 11935.3, 20946.3) (1926.3, 7.383.8, 11698.8 )
Table D.20: 'I'lie tardiness cost for APS
Tardiness Due Date 'Fightness
Cost L·ow(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Miu., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (12139.6, 24693.6, 53273.0) (7002.3, 14286.0, 24095.3)
Machines High (5907.6, 12107.3, 20195.0) (21.34.5, 7172.1, 11911.1)
Table D.21: 'J'lie tardiness cost for KTNS-CN
Total Due Date 'Fightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) IIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (7673.9, 21921.5, 53106.9) (2646.8, 6742.4, 14279.7)
Machines High (4.539.3, 11387.8, 21982.5) (2181.4, .5000.0, 9.547.0)
'Fable D.22: The total cost for Uie initial stage of the projrosed algorithm
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I'otal Due Dale Tigbliie.ss
Cost Low(Miii., Avg., Max.) lligh(Miii., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (74G8.9, 2H598.7, 52022.5) (2499.0, G595.7, 14224.1)
Maebiues High (4512.7, 112.5T5, 21757.8) (2107.5, 4913.3, 9443.0)
Ta.l>le D.23: The tota.l cost for tlu' iiua.l stage of tlic pro])ose(.l algorithm
'I'otal Due Date 'riglitiiess
Cost 1 Low(Miu., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (18713.9, 3394G.5, 54283.1) (102G5.0, 20793.8, 3G2G8.0)
Machines High (8582.0, 1537G.0, 237G7.3) (4898.0, 9G99.0, 1488G.9)
Table D.2T 3'he total cost for f.F'l'-l
'Ibtal Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Miii., Avg., Ma.x.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (1838G.1, 337G4.0, 54534.9) ( f0104.4, 20G29.0, 3G874.3)
M aebi lies High (8574.7, 15T23.0, 23873.G) (4889.1, 9742.2, 14957.8)
Table D.25: Tlie total cost for LPT-il
Total Due Date Tightness
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (13739.8, 35İ87.0, 53927.7) (11228.2, 23293.2, 41884.G)
Machines High (8G07.1, 15G70.4, 22539.3) (4940.0, 10391.0, 15471.5)
Table D.26; 'I’he total cost for A R M
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Total Due Dal.e Tiglitness
Cost Low(h4iii., Avg., Max.) lligh(Miu., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (8080.3, 21922.2, 53418.9) (4472.5, 14694.9, 27876.5)
Maeliines High (4366.1, 13243.8, 22739.1) (2669.9, 8710.6, 13418.9)
Table D.27: 'I'Ik' total cost for APS
Total Due Date 3’ightness
Cost Low (Mi 1 1 ., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Number of Low (13169.6, 26169.7, 55192.0) (8325.1, 15762.1, 26605.7)
Macliiiies High (6970.0, 13585.-I, 22195.8) (3203.1, 8650.1, 13663.8)
Table D.28: The total cost for K l ’NS-CN
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Tooling
Cost
Tool Availabilit3'^
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Higli(IViin., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (83.4, 162.3, 264.9) (75.2, 155.0, 276.1)
High (61.9, 130.7, 220.6) (58.6, 125.4, 245.6)
Table E.J : Tlie tooling cost for tlie inil.ial stage of tlie proposed algorithm
ToolinIg Tool Availabilitj'^
Cost Low(Mii)., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Ma.ga.zine Low (111.3, 214.9, 344.2) (113.3, 206.5, 363.3)
Capacity High (78.2, 173.7, 285.1) (85.2, 174.1, 334.3)
Table E.2: The tooling cost for the final stage of the proposed algorithm
Tooling
Cost
Tool Availability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (107.9, 182.4, 303.5) (107.9, 181.9, 302.2)
High (107.9, 182.4, 303.5) (107.9, 181.9, 302.2)
Table E.3: The tooling cost for LPT-1
Tooling Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Ma.gazine Low (95.6, 162.4, 280.7) (95.6, 162.5, 281.1)
Capacity High (77.3, 147.4, 267.4) (77.3, 147.7, 261.0)
Table E.4: The tooling cost for LPT -II
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'1 boliiig 
Cost
'rool Availabilily
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) lligh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (85.4, 158.3, 276.5) (85.4, 157.9, 282.6)
High (60.5, 133.5, 226.7) (60.5, 133.2, 234.3)
Tabic liy.5: 'I'lu' l.ooling cost for ARM
Tooling Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) Higli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Ma.ga.zin(; Low (94.4, 171.6, 283.5) (74.7, 130.6, 237.1)
(Japacj High (85.3, 167.5, 285.6) (74.7, 139.0, 285.6)
Table E.6; Tlie fooling cost for APS
Tooli ng Tool Availal)ility
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (75.1, 163.2, 289.7) (75.1, 157.1, 293.2)
Capacit}'^ High (51.7, 134.0, 223.3) (51.7, 130.3, 228.3)
Table E.7: The fooling cosf for KTNS-CN
Operational
Cost
'Pool Availability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (1028.1, 1507.7, 2009.1) (906.9, 1300.6, 1728.0)
High (1005.6, 1463.7, 1963.5) . (898.0, 1268.0, 1707.5)
Table E.8: The operational cosf for the initial stage of the proposed algorithm
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0  perational 
Cost
Toot Availability
L·ow(MİIı., Avg., Max.) lligh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine 
Ca.|)aci ty
Low (1038.7, 1503.8, 2017.3) (915.0, 1300.4, 1772.8)
High (999.4, 1453.4, 1968.9) (888.7, 1261.3, 1712.3)
Table E.9: The operational cost For the liiial stage of the proposed algorithm
Tooling 'Pool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Higli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (950.8, 1436.0, 2099.0) (950.8, 1429.1, 2099.0)
Capacity High (937.7, 1416.9, 2086.1) (937.7, 1410.2, 2086.1)
Table E.IO: Tlte operational cost for LPT-I
Operational
Cost
Tool Availabilty
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity·
Low (958.2, 1440.7, 2097.3) (958.2, 1433.6, 2097.3)
High (941.4, 1407.8, 2062.1) (941.4, 1400.9, 2062.1)
Table E .ll: The operational cost for LPT-II
Operational
Cost
Tool Availability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Higli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (963.2, 1457.9, 2102.0) (963.2, 1439.8, 2100.0)
High (937.4, 1425.0, 2065.1) (937.4, 1408.5, 2065.9)
Table E.12: The operational cost for A R M
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O|)erational
Cost
'Fool Availability
Low(Miji., Avg., Max.) FIigh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (968.8, 144:1..'), 2096.:i) (9.33..5, 14.55.6, 2063.4)
High (949.7, i4:i:i.;i, 2096.:i) (933.5, 1477.2, 2096.3)
'Fable E.l.'l: The operational cost for APS
Operational
Cost
Tool Availability
Lo\v(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Ca.pacity
Low (974.9, 1466.2, 2083.9) (974.9, 1447.9, 2000.9)
High (946.3, 1432.7, 2067.0) (946.5, 1414.9, 2064.1)
Table E.14: The tooling cost for KTNS-CN
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'lard in"?.SS 'Pool Availability
Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) lligh(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (1787.1, 110rj2.0, 47894.2) (1.354.9, 9198.2, 41537.8)
Capaci t_y High (1379.1, 10027.G, .M 046.3) (1118.4, 8665.7, 3.5628.6)
fiable E.15: The tardiness cost for the initial sta■ge of the proposed algoritlii
Tardiness Tool Availability
(Jost Low(Min., Avg·., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (1652.0, 10848.5, 47460.4) (1244.9, 9000.1, 41234.5)
Capaci ty High (1303.9, 97.56.5, 49925.9) (1023.0, 8469.0, 35361.5)
Table E.16: The tardiness cost for the final sta.ge of the proposed algorithm
Tardiness
Cost
Tool Availability
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (.3867.5, 18634.1, .50229.0) (3867.5, 18713.1, 50229.0)
High (3788.0, 18183.9, 49487.5) (3788.0, 18263.3, 49487.5)
Table E.17: The tardiness cost for LPT-I
Tardijiess
Cost
Tool Availabilitj^
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
Capacity
Low (3946.3, 18784.5, 505.34.2) (3946.3, 18869.1, 50534.2)
High (3797.9, 17956.5, 48747.3) (3797.9, 18045.0, 48747.3)
Table E.18: The taidiness cost for LP T T l
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Tardiness
Cost
'Jbol AvailabilUy
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Miii., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
(Ja.|)acii3^
JjOW (4268.7, 2018T0, .60452.7) (4245.1, 19074.8, 52200..3)
High (TSGb.l, 18.TS8.0, 51202.1) (;.1881.8, 17857.6, 498^1.6)
Table IT 1.9: Tlie (aidiness cosl. for ARM
'lardiness Tool Availability
Cost .Low(Mii)., Avg., Max.) High (Mi 1 1 ., Avg·., Max.)
Ma.gazine Low (3437.7, f.5627.0, 51698.8) (1926.0, 9271.9, 43794.4)
Capacity High (3437.7, 152.56.4, 51698.8) (1926.0, 9514.8, 51698.8 )
Table E.20: Tlie fardiiKiss cost for Af’ S
Tardiness
Cost
Tool Availahility
Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Miii., Avg., Max.)
Magazine
(Japa.city
Low (2777.5, 14438.6, 49309.6) (2638.8, 14418.4, .53273.0)
High (2134.5, 14760.1, .50456.7) (2149.9, 14641.9, 49455.1)
Table E.21: The fardiness cosl, for K'I'NS-CN
Total Tool Availabilit}^
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Miii., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (3115.0, 12716.9, 498.52.6) (2398.5, 10653.8, 43127.2)
Capacity High (2487.5, 11621.9, .53106.9)--------------------------------------- (2181.4, 10059.1, 37292.3)
Table E.22: The tol.a.1 cost for the initial stage of the proposed algorithm
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Tota.11 Tool Availability
Cost Low(Miii., Avg., Max.) Iligh(Miii., Avg., Max.)
Ma.gaziiie Low (3019.9, 12567.2, 49489.8) (2325.5, 10507.0, 42389.2)
Capad (.y High (2474.9, 11383.6, 52022.5) (2107.4, 9904.4, 37080.4)
Table E.23: The total cost for the (inal stage of the proposed algoritlun
dbtal1 Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) Higli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Ma.gaz.ijie Low (4990.8, 20152.6, 54283.1) (4990.8, 20224.1, .54283.1)
Capacity High (3788.0, 18183.9, 49487.5) (3788.0, 18263.3, 49487.5)
Table E.24; 'I'lie total cost for LPT-I
'Potal Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (5053.6, 20287.7, 54534.9) (5053.6, 20365.2, 54534.9)
Capacity High (4889.1, 19411.8, 52710.2) (4889.1, 19433.6, 52710.2)
Table E.2r): 'I'he total cost for LPT-li
'Ibtal Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Ma.gazi lie Low (5578.8, 23085.9, 51927.7) (5545.1, 22247.7, 53927.7)
Ca.pacity High (4940.0, 21836.5, 52815.0) (5058.8, 19289.4, 51768.0)
Table E.2G: 'J'lie total cost for A R M
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'Jbtal Tool Availal)ility
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) High(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (4522.8, 17142.1, 53718.9) (2669.9, 11358.1, 45201.3 )
(Ja.pa.city High (4522.8, 16727.3, 53718.9) (2669.9, 10628.7, 53718.9)
Table l.'1.27: 'I'lic t.olal cost, for
Total1 Tool Availability
Cost Low(Min., Avg., Max.) iligli(Min., Avg., Max.)
Magazine Low (3902.2, 15963.9, 51162.5) (3758.6, 15923.5, 55192.24)
Capad High (3203.1, 16208.8, .54205.9) (3212.3, 16071.1, 51365.5)
Table E.28: The iol.al cost for KTNS-CN
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Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling (Josl (58.7, 121.8, 205.1) (83.3, 164.9, 276.1)
Operational Cost (898.0, 1183.3, M64.0) (1290.9, 1584.2, 2009.1)
Tardiness Cost (1118.4, 6756.6, 22390.1) (2.594.4, 12715.1, 51046.3)
'Ibtal Cost (2181.4, 8061.7, 2.3656.0) (4092.1, 14464.1, .53106.9)
Table I'M: Performance analysis of l.lie inilial stage of ilie ])ropose(l algorithm
Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (78.2, 162.8, 266.6) (11.5.6, 221.8, .363.3)
Operational Cost (888.7, 1177.9, 1460.0) (1278.3, 1.581.6, 2017.3)
Tardiness Cost (1023.0, 6578.2, 21692.9) (2.360.2, 124.58.9, 49925.9)
Total Cost (2107.5, 7918.9, 23267.3) (.3892.1, 14262.2, 52022.5)
Table F.2: Performance analysis of the iina.1 stage of the proposed algorithm
Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (107.9, 1.55.3, 210.7) (1.50.5, 209.0, 303.5)
Operational Cost (937.7, 1249.8, 1452.1) (1321.7, 1.596.3, 2099.0)
Tardiness Cost (3788.0, 1.3657.6, .30257.4) (7629.4, 23239.7, .52229.0)
Total Cost (4898.0, 14962.7, 31696.5) (9189.4, 24944.9, 54283.1)
Table I’erformaiice analysis of bPT-I
Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (77.3, 1.32.6, 185.7) (112.9, 176.5, 281.1)
Operational Cost (941.4, II 17.8. 1358.1) (1329.0, 149.3.8, I797..3)
Tardiness Cost (3797.9, 13617.9, 30411.2) (7823.4, 23209.6, 52534.2)
Total Cost (4889.1, 14899.2, 31848.4) (9347.1, 24879.9, .54534.9)
Table F.4: Performance analysis of LPT -II
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Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
'Iboling Cost (60.5, 122.7, 194.2) (91.3, 165.7, 282.6)
Opcratioiial Cost (937.4, 1188.9, 1390.4) (1334.4, 1606.7, 2102.0)
Ta.rdiness Cost (3865.1, 15129.9, 31305.9) (8432.4, 23200.3, 52200.3)
'Fötal Cost (4940.0, 16406.4, 32744.2) (9591.3, 24581.9, 53927.7)
Ta.ble ['’ .5: IVirfonnana’! aual_ysis of ARM
Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., Ma.x.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (74.7, 126.7, 203.7) (74.7, 180.7, 285.6)
Opercitioiial Cost (933.5, 1281.8, 1661.6) (933.5, 1634.9, 2096.3)
Tardiness Cost (1926.0, 9449.8, 26579.9) (1926.0, 15401.8, 51698.8)
'Potal Cost (2669.9, L3557.3, 28104.8) (2669.9, 16916.3, 53418.9)
Table F.6; Perfoi inaiice analysis of APS
Number of Parts Low (Min., Avg., A4a.x.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
'Pooling Cost (51.7, 113.5, 193.5) (94.5, 159.8, 293.2)
Opera.tional Cost (946.2, 1166.3, 1394.5) (1351.9, 1514.5, 1803.9)
Tardiness Cost (2134.5, 11255.8, 26495.0) (5563.7, 17873.7, 53273.0)
'Potal Cost (3203.1, 12535.7, 27860.8) (7078.1, 19545.0, 55192.24)
Table F.7: Perfojniance analysis of the final stage of KTNS-CN-
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Number of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (76.4, 158.2, 276.1) (58.6, 128.4, 230.8)
Opera,tional Cost (898.0, 1380.7, 2009.1) (986.9, 1386.8, 1831.8)
Tardiness Cost (1118.4, 9750.5, 51046.3) (1386.9, 9721.2, 47894.2)
Tota.l Cost (2181.T 1 P289.5, 53106.9) 2487.5, 11236.4, 49852.6)
Table (J.l: Perfonnaiice cUialyKis of I,lie initial sla.g(i of the pioposed algorilliin
Number of 'Ibol Types Low (Mill., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (96.2, 202.8, 363.3) (78.2, 181.8, 344.2)
Operational Cost (888.7, 1373.7, 2017.3) (972.2, 1385.8, 1840.6)
Tardiness Cost (1023.0, 9516.8, 49925.9) (1304.5, 9520.2, 47460.4)
Total Cost (2107.5, 11093.3, 52022.5) (2474.9, 11087.8, 49489.9)
Table G.2: Performance analj^sis of Uie final stage of the proposed algorithm
Number of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (129.2, 197.0, 303.5) (107.9, 167.3, 255.1)
Operational Cost (937.7, 1385.3, 1888.7) (1360.8, 1496.3, 2099.0)
Tardiness Cost (3788.0, 17744.0, 51129.5) (4677.8, 19153.2, 52229.0)
Total Cost (4898.0, 19226.2, 53942.3) (5965.2, 20681.3, 54283.1)
Table G.3: Performa.nce ajialysis of LPT-1
Number of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Ma.x.)
Tooling Cost (102.9, 173.0, 281.1) (77.3, 137.1, 216.3)
Operational Cost (941.4, 1384.3, 1886.9) (1027.6, 1457.2, 2097.3)
Tardiness Cost (3797.9, 17746.3, 51297.3) (4790.4, 19081.2, 52534.2)
Total Cost (4889.1, 19203.7, 53116.5) (6068.8, 20575.5, 54534.9)
Table G.4: Pei foi inance iuialysis of LPT -II
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Null]her of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (92.0, 101.0, 282.6) (60.5, 120.5, 204.8)
O])era.tioncil Cost (937.·!, 1398.6, 1918.6) (1022.5, 1467.0, 2102.0)
Tardiness Cost (3865.1, 17328.6, 51130.4) (4802.5, 19423.6, 52200.3)
dotal (Jost (4940.0, 19596.3, 52876.9) (6048.8, 20537.4, .53927.7)
Table G.5: Performance analysis of ARM
Number of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (87.6, 165.1, 285.6) (74.7, 1.39.3, 285.6)
Operational Cost (933.5, 1421.4, 1871.2) (933.5, 1484.0, 2096.3)
Tardiness Cost (1926.0, 1.3870.9, 51.309.5) (1926.0, 13791.2, 51698.8)
'Potal Cost (2669.9, 15057.3, 53082.5) (2669.9, 15174.2, 53418.9)
Table G.6: Performance analysis of APS
Number of Tool Types Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (83.7, 152.4, 293.2) (51.7, 120.9, 196.9)
Operational Cost (946.3, 1405.4, 1929.0) (1039.9, 1475.4, 2083.9)
Tardiness Cost (2134.5, 14493.1, 514.56.7) (3979.6, 14636.4, 53273.0)
Total Cost (3203.1, L5951.0, 53206.0) (5082.8, 161.32.7, 55192.24)
T ab le  G .7 : Perform ance analysis o f ilie final sl,a.ge o f K T N S -C b l
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Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
'Ibollug Cost (58.7, I20.T 199.6) (79.1, 166.2, 276.1)
OperaLional Cost (898.0, 1374.9, 1996.7) (900.9, 1392.6, 2009.1)
ardiness Cost (1354.9, 9539.0, 51040.3) (1118.4, 9932.7, 47894.2)
Tota.I Cost (2398.5, 1 1034.3, 53106.9) (2181.4, 11491.6, 49852.6)
Table II.1: F’erfonnaiice analysis of the initial stage of the proposed algorithm
Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (78.2, 103.0, 328.7) (106.1, 221.6, 363.3)
Operational Cost (888.7, 1372.5, 2017.3) (901.0, 1386.9, 2014.5)
Tardiness Cost (1244.9, 9344.5, 49925.9) (1023.0, 9692.5, 47400.4)
Ibtal Cost (2325.5, 10880.1, 52022.5) (2107.5, 11301.0, 49489.8)
Table 11.2: Performance analysis of the final stage of the proposed algorithm
Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (107.9, 152.5, 202.5) (145.0, 211.8, 303.5)
Operational Cost (937.7, 1409.5, 2000.1) (945.1, 1456.6, 2099.0)
Tardiness Cost (4401.0, 18350.6, 50819.7) (3788.0, 18546.6, 52229.0)
Total Cost (5474.3, 19812.6, 52584.1) (4898.0, 20095.0, 54283.1)
Table 11.3: Performance analysis of LPT-1
Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (77.3, 132.6, 185.7) (99.5, 177.5, 281.1)
Operational Cost (941.4, 1406.7, 2001.7 ) (947.6, 1434.8, 2097.3)
Tardiness Cost (4429.8, 18287.0, 51341.9) (4799.4, 19081.2, 52534.2)
Total Cost (5495.4, 19726.3, 53108.3 ) (4889.1, 20052.8, 54534.9)
T able H .4 : Perform ance analysis o f L P T -I l
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'Pool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (60.5, 121.7, 195.0) (79.2, L59.7, 282.6)
Opercitional (Josl (9 :3 7 .4 , 1418.2, 2001.7) (948.7, 1447.4, 2102.0)
Tardiness Cost (4030.4, 18248.0, 51222.1) (.3865.1, 19.504.2, .52200.3)
Total Cost (5283.2, 19687.9, 5.3076.9) (49:39.9, 20927.7, 53927.7)
Table 11.5: Peilonnaiice analysis of ARM
Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (74.7, 130.6, 203.7) (74.7, 176.6, 285.6)
Operational Cost (937.4, 1442.6, 2007.6) (933.5, 1496.3, 2096.3)
Tardiness Cost (2641.0, 14327.2, 51698.8) (1926.0, 13291.2, 51698.8)
'Ibtal Cost (3366.0, 15600.3, 53418.9) (2669.9, 14627.7, 53418.9)
Table H.6: Performance analysis of APS
Tool Cost Low (Min., Avg., Max.) High (Min., Avg., Max.)
Tooling Cost (51.7, 116.4, 191.3) (74.3, 156.9, 293.2)
Operational Cost (946.3, 1427.1, 2012.3) (1327.1, 1453.8, 2083.9)
Tardiness Cost (3549.6, 14215.3, 52418.3) (21.34.5, 14914.2, .53273.0)
Total Cost (4647.3, 15658.8, 54008.8) (3203.1, 16424.9, .55192.24)
T able 11.7: Perform ance analysis of the final stage of K T N S -C N
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